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ABSTRACT
QUALITY ASSURANCE IMPLEMENTATION IN 
TUSAS AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES INC, (TAI)
BY
Î, Alp AYDOĞAN 
M.B.A. THESIS
BILKENT UNIVERSITY - ANKARA 
JUNE, 1993
Supervisor: Dr. Selçuk KARABATI
TAI established for F-16 aircraft production, is a unique organization in Turkey. 
Hiough it is a Turkish company TAI operates within an mtemational cliain in production 
and manages a Quality Assurance System tliat satisfies strict quality requirements. TAI is 
also trying to implement Total Quality Management.
This thesis is prepared for studying Quality Assurance Management in TAI and to 
identify the areas o f improvement for decreasing cost without jeopardizing quality.
ÖZET
TUSAŞ HAVACILIK VE UZAY SANAYİİNDE (TAl) 
KALİTE TEMİNATI UYGULAMASI
HAZIRLAYAN 
i. Alp AYDOĞAN 
İŞLETME YÖKSEK LİSANS TEZİ 
BİLKENT ÜNİVERSİTESİ - ANKARA 
HAZİRAN, 1993
Tez Yöneticisi: Dr. Selçuk KARABATI
F-16 uçaklarının üretimi için kurulan TAI, bu salıada Türkiye'deki yegane tesistir. 
Bir Türk şirketi olmasına rağmen TAI, milletlerarası bir üretim zinciri içinde faaliyet 
göstennekte ve sıkı kalite isteklerini yerine getiren bir kalite teminatı sistemini 
yönetmektedir. TAI Toplam Kalite Yönetimini de uygulamaya çalışmaktadır.
Bu tez, TAI'deki kalite teminat yönetimini incelemek ve kaliteyi tehlikeye 
düşürmeden, maliyeti azaltacak gelişme alanlarmı belirlemek için hazırlammştır.
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CEUPTER1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. G eneral
The Government o f Turkey (GOT) lias signed an agreement with the United States 
Government (USG) for the procurement o f 160 F-16 aircraft, The agreement includes tlie 
provision o f co-production F-16 aircraft in Turkey.
A Joint Venture Agreement is reached between Tiukish Aircraft Industries 
(TUSAS) and General Dynamics (GDFW) for the establishment o f a Joint Stock Company, 
following the signing o f the Letter o f Ofier and Acceptance (LOA).3.4 This agreement 
resulted in the creation o f TUSAS Aerospace Industries Inc. (TAI).
TAI is a Joint-Stock company founded in 1984 in accordance with the provisions of 
the Law on the Encouragement o f Foreign Capital Investment, (Law No. 6224) and Turkish 
Commercial Code. The information concerning the shares and shareholders o f TAI is 
presented in Appendix B.^
t See Appendix A for all definitiMB and acronyms.
2 TeH<»r o f Offer and Acceptance (LOA) dated 9 December 1983.
 ^Joint venture agreement for the formation o f TAI, dated 9 March 1984.
4 Lodcheed Corporation bought GDFW Division and all contractual responsibilities o f GDFW transferred to LFWC as 
o f 1 March 1993.
 ^Articles o f Incorporation o f TAI, dated May 1984.
TAI is a unique organization in Turkey. It produces military aircraft, parts and 
assemblies o f these aircraft. TAI is a Tinkish company which competes in an international 
arena, and manages a Quality Assurance (QA) Program within an international chain that 
satisfies strict quality requirements.
1.2. Scope
The scope of this thesis is studying Quality Assurance Management in TAI, which 
is established for F-16 aircraft production, and identification o f areas for cost reduction 
without jeopardizing quality, and staying competitive in aerospace industry.
13. Thesis Outline
This thesis is designed as a case study, llie  information wliich are used in tliis 
tliesis were collected by studying written documentation made available by TAI, by 
interviewing difierent TAI persoimel at different level o f  organization, and by my direct 
observation at TAI. These are stated in cliapter 2 and in appendixes.
My findings and recommendations are summarized in chapter 3, that are based on 
the available information.
1.4. Definitions and Acronyms
See Appendix A in alphabetical order.
CHAPTER 2
QUALITY ASSURANCE IN TAI
2.1. Subject and Objectives of TAI
The subject o f TAI is, as stated in the Articles of Incorporation, "to engage in 
aircrafl research and development, design, and manufacturing .
TAI's objectives are established as:
• The co-production o f F-16 aircraft, depot-level maintenance, modification and 
modernization o f such aircrafl for the Turkish Airforce (TUAF).
• The development o f the capability for production o f other aircrafl and other 
product and services.
• The formation o f a facility, including the constmction o f a manufacturing facility 
and Social Housing for employees.
• To facilitate the transfer o f and development o f technology required in the 
establishment, operation and maintenance o f a modem aerospace industry in Turkey.
• To train persormel to operate and maintain such facilities.
• To do any and all other things as may be authorized by Turkish Law and 
Articles o f Incorporation o f TAI.
2.2. Quality Assurance Requirements
All F -16 aircraft manufactured for TUAF shall meet specifications established for 
the United States Airforce (USAF) according to LOA.
Accomplishment of this requirement shall be monitored throughout the program and 
the quality o f the end item shall be assured by the USG.
The quality requirements imposed on TAI as a co-producer in F-16 production can 
be clearly understood by describing relationship/interface o f TAI within the system.
FIGURE 1: RELATIONSHIP / INTERFACE OF TAI
Figure 1 shows that there is no direct customer producer relationship between TAI 
and GOT.
GOT has signed the procurement agreement with USG and delegated the authority 
to Ministry o f Defense (MOD) to interface with USG for technical and support 
requirements.
USG has authorized USAF for contracting F-16 aircraft production. F-16 Systems 
Project Office (F-16 SPO), wliicli is an organization witliin USAF, has signed prime 
contract widi GDFW for F-16 production on belialf o f USG. GDFW has subcontracted 
TAI. TAI is contractually responsible only to GDFW for its product. GDFW is ultimately 
responsible to tlie USAF / USG and USG to GOT.
GDFW has established a resident office at TAI to monitor production for product 
quality. At the same time, USG has also located its representatives at TAI to monitor 
activities conducted both by General Dynamics Resident Office (GDRO) and TAI for 
product quality.
This chain o f responsibility has imposed on TAI to comply with USG military 
specifications. H iglili^its o f tliese specifications are in Appendix C.^
These specifications require the establishment o f a quality program by the 
contractor to assure compliance with the requirements o f the contract. The quality program, 
including procedures, processes and product shall be documented and shall be subject to 
review by the Government Representatives. The Quality program is subject to the 
disapproval o f the government representative whenever the contractor's procedures do not
^ MCL-Q-9858A Quality Program Requirements, 16 December 1963; ME>-STD-1535B Supplier Quality Assurance 
Program Requirements, 17 August 1992; MELrSTD-1520C Corrective Action and Disposition System for 
Nonconforming Material. 27 June 1986; M n.rSTD-45662A Calibration Systems Requirements, 1 August 1988.
meet the objectives. Desigji o f the program shall be based upon consideration o f the 
technical and manufacturing aspects o f production and related engineering design and 
materials. The program shall assine adequate quality throughout all areas of contract 
performance, for example, design, development, fabrication, processing, assembly, 
inspection, test, maintenance, packaging, shipping, storage and site installation.
All supplies and services under the contract, whetlier manufactured or performed 
within tire contractor's plant or at any other source, shall be controlled at all points 
necessary to assure conformance to contractual requirements. 'Ihe program shall provide 
for the prevention and ready detection o f discrepancies and for timely and positive 
corrective action. The contractor shall make objective evidence o f quality conformance 
readily available to the Government Representatives. Instructions and records must be kept 
under control and open to investigation when required.
The authority and responsibility o f those in charge of the design, production, testing 
and inspection o f quality shall be clearly stated. Tlie program sliall fecditate determinations 
o f the effects o f quality deficiencies and quality costs on price. Facilities and standards such 
as drawings, engineering changes, measuring equipment and tlie like, which are necessary 
for the creation o f the required quality, shall be effectively managed, lire  program shall 
include an effective control o f purcliased materials and subcontracted work. Manufacturing, 
fabrication and assembly work conducted within the contractor's plant sliall be monitored 
completely.
2.3. QA O rganizations
TAI is committed to the successM  achievement o f consistently high quality and 
reliability standards in production o f F-16 aircraft. The accomplishment o f this 
commitment is assured through the systematic application o f the QA discipline in all phases
o f contract performance including purchasing, receiving, processing, fabrication, assembly, 
inspection, test, maintenance, handling, packaging, shipping, and storage. The prime 
responsibility for implementation o f this discipline is assigned to the Engineering, 
Procurement and Production organizations. The authority and responsibility to assme the 
application and maintenance o f this discipline through all phases o f contract performance as 
well as final acceptance o f the product rests with QA Department.
TAI is organized to satisfactorily accomplish the assigned responsibilities. The 
organizational structure of TAI at the executiv.e level is shown in Appendix D. The 
Director of QA Department has direct and unimpaired access to the Managing Director to 
whom he periodically reports the status and adequacy o f the quality program. The Director 
o f QA Department has the authority and responsibility for assuring the effective execution 
o f TAI Quality Policy, identifying, evaluating, and reporting non-conformance and 
recommending or initiating positive corrective action. This authority and responsibility 
flows down to the line organizations to assure adequate quality throughout all areas o f 
contract performance. Organizational responsibilities of Quality Assurance Directorate is in 
Appendix D.
These responsibilities mainly include:
• Establishment and administration o f an effective QA program.
• Formulating and administration training o f QA personnel and administration o f 
an effective company certification program.
• Administration o f non-conforming material, preventive/corrective action, 
configuration/verification and metrology programs.
• Administration o f collecting, analyzing and reporting data on non-conformmg 
material and issuance o f reports on trends and cost.
• Maintenance o f controls through the varied and diversified elements o f tooling, 
precision machining, processes. Non Destnictive Test (NDT), fabrication, procurement, 
receiving and shipping.
• Providing inspection capabilities.
• Verifying acceptability o f work instnictions, manufactining and aircraft records.
• Maintaining acceptable traceability.
• Releasing for flight and annotating flight results.
2.4. QA Program  Plan
TAI has QA Program Plans which establish effective and economical quality 
programs that are in consonance with the administrative and teclmical programs designed 
for co-production o f F-16 aircraft at TAI. The programs are based upon the technical and 
manufacturing aspects o f production and related engineering design and materials, and 
assure adequate quality throughout all areas o f contract performance.
The summary of the Quality Program Plans are in Appendix E.
The programs provide the control o f supplies and services at all points necessary to 
assure conformance to contract requirements, whether p^orm ed  at TAI or any other source. 
The programs emphasize the concepts o f prevention and ready detection o f discrepancies; 
provide for timely and positive corrective action to preclude recurrence imd facilitate 
determinations o f the effects o f quality discrepancies and quality costs. The programs 
include provisions for the control and maintenance o f objective evidence o f quality 
conformance which will be made readily available to Buyer and/or Government 
representatives.
The plans define the authority and responsibility of those in charge o f the design, 
production, testing and inspection o f quality, and provide for the effective management o f 
the facilities and standards such as drawings, engineering changes, measuring equipment 
which are necessary to achieve the required quality.
The programs include provisions for the effective control o f purchased material and 
subcontracted work as well as complete control o f processing, manufacturing, fabrication 
and assembly work at TAI. The programs also include provisions for tire effective 
execution o f responsibilities sliared jointly with the Buyer and/or Government or related to 
buyer and/or Government functions such as control o f Buyer Furnished Equipment, 
Government Furnished Equipment, Government Furnished Aerospace Equipment, and 
Buyer/Govemment source inspection.
Detailed procedures to supplement and implement the policy and direction 
established by these plans wül be developed to fidly document the quality programs. The 
quality programs, including these plans, tlie implementing procediues, processes, and 
products are subject to review by tlie Buyer and/or Government representative. The quality 
programs are subject to tlie disapproval o f die Buyer and/or Government representative 
whenever the procedures do not accomplish tlieir objectives.
2.5. Total Quality Management (TQM)
2.5.1. Background
Department o f Defense o f USG has forced Aerospace Prime Contractors to 
implement Statistical Process Control (SPC), especially, in the assembly and manufacturing 
areas. As a Prime Contractor GDFW has started to encourage its suppliers for 
implementation SPC procedures in 1988. Many o f vendors and suppliers in USA
providing goods to GDFW have prepared their SPC program and obtained GDFW 
approval. Few of them became SPC certified.
In mid September 1990, GDFW recommended that TAI should also implement 
SPC system. SPC implementation procedures o f all USA based suppliers are requested for 
SPC System Approval. June 1992 was designated as completion date for SPC system 
implementation. The letter forwarded to TAL recommending SPC implementation along 
with other suppliers is in Appendix F.
The letter recommends, a two phase program for SPC implementation. Phase one 
requires the suppliers to meet the System Approval requirements, and pliase two requires to 
m eet certification requirem ents. These w ere m andatory requirem ents fo r U SA  based 
suppliers, but international co-producers may implement tliese on a volimtary basis. TAI 
has decided to implement SPC system voluntarily.
2 ^ .2 . Im plem entation a t TAI
TAI immediately started to gather related documentation and information after SPC 
implementation decision. TAI initiated actions for preparation TQM implementation plan, 
training manuals, and organization for TQM implementation
Preparations for TQM implementation plan was started in November 1990. A 
seven step strategy has been established as a base for planning functions.
Pilot TQM studies started in QA organization late May 1991. The pilot studies in 
three manufacturing areas followed.
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A daily SPC program has been successfiilly implemented in all areas o f fabrication 
since September 1992, and in all areas o f assembly since November 1992. Some selected 
examples from three different areas are included in this study.
The target for TAI is to obtain "SPC System Certificate" for assembly and 
manufacturing areas in 1993.
2,5,2.1. TQM Philosophy
TAI has adopted the following TQM philosophy:
"TQM consists of continuous improvement activities' involving everyone in an 
organization, in a totally integrated effort, toward improving performance at every level. 
TTiis improved performance is directed toward satisfying such cross-functional goals as 
qualify, cost, schedule, mission need and suitability. TQM integrates fundamental 
management techniques, existing improvement efforts, and technical tools under a 
disciplined approach, focused on continuous process improvement. The activities are 
ultimately focused on increased customer/user satisfaction."
H ie implementation o f this philosophy fundamentally requires LEADERSHIP, 
CULTURAL CHANGE, and SETTING GUIDELINES, and BENCHMARKING. These 
four main areas in the light o f an e.stablished TQM philosophy will be used in the 
evaluation o f TQM activities at TAI.
2^.2.2. TQM Im plem entation Plan
TAI's stated goal in TQM is the creation o f a process o f continuous improvement in 
all its delivered products and services. Achievement o f this goal requires preparation of a
11
TQM  im plem entation plan  w ith a series o f objectives imd actions. TQM  im plem entation 
plan will consist of:
• Short-Term Plans (one year),
• Near-Term Plans (tliree years),
• Long-Term Plan (seven years).
These plans are in the preparation stage, none o f them is completed yet. 
Implementation o f specific initiatives with details in these plans will be based on the 
following seven step strategy (Pigure 2):
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE
- REDUCED CVa.E TIME
• LOWER COST
• inn o v a tio n
HGURE 2 : TAl IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
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step 1 ■ Establi^hmftnt o f the Management and Cultural Environment
TAI management will take tlie lead to create a new, more flexible environment and 
culture that will encourage and accept change. A new culture will be developed and 
sustained so that all people, working together, can maximize their contributions as 
individuals to tlie organization's objective o f excellence. An appropriate level o f training 
will be given to all employees in tlie use o f the tools and techniques to support continuous 
improvement.
TAI has prepared and started to implement a training program with a TOP-DOWN 
application for creation o f tlie new cultural enviromnent. Search for Opportunity Program 
lias also been put in use to encomrage all TAI employees. TAI Directors and Managers 
have been involved in the Committee organizations such as TM Steering Committee and 
TM Board. Departmental and Interdepartmental Quality teams have been set up and TM 
Coordinators have been appointed to coordinate the efforts.
Step 2. Defining the Mission
Everyone has a customer (internal and external), TM concentrates on providing 
customers with services and products that constantly satisfy dieir needs and expectations.
Every member o f the organization must imderstand the purpose o f his/her job, 
his/her customer(s), and his/her relation to others in the organization for providing good 
customer satisfaction.
Everyone must learn his/her customer's requirements. Everyone must also make 
his/her suppliers aware o f those, and other requirements.
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TAI has organized a small team at Mate T h ro u ^  Final (MTF) line fiom selected 
employees w orking  at the same line. The team has started to influence every employee 
w orking in MTF line. All employees in MTF finally believed that each work station is a 
customer o f the previous work station, and a supplier o f the next station. This has 
enhanced customer-supplier relationship and provided fruitfiil results.
Step 3. Setting Performance Improvement Goals
Performance improvement goals are set all functional levels o f the organization to 
encoiuage and focus on significant improvement. Tliese goals reflect opportunities and 
establish priorities for the improvement o f critical processes and meeting customer 
requirements.
Step 4. E stablishm ent of Improvement Projects and Action Teams
Fxmctional and cross-functional performance improvement teams, actively involve 
all employees in the improvement process; encourage and empower people to create ideas 
within tlieir field o f expertise to improve tlie system.
Step 5. TiTtplementation o f Projects with Performance Tools and Methodologies
H ie statistical approach to process improvement is emphasized. Hie data collected 
are placed in tlie hands o f the people who are in die best position to analyze tliem and take 
improvement actions.
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Measiirenient, evaluation, and reporting are Üre essential elements o f tire continuous 
improvement process. They focus on the eifectiveness of improvement efforts, and identify 
areas for fiitiu'e improvement efforts. All employees are encouraged to get involved in this 
process.
Step 7. Review and Recycle
All employees review progress witli respect to improvement efforts and modify or 
rejuvenate existing approaches for the next progression of metliods improvement. Tliis 
constant evolution reinforces tlie idea that TQM is not a program but a day-to-day beliavior 
for each member of tlie organization.
Defining the mission, setting the long term goals and objectives are the key for the 
successful implementation o f the TQM system. Successful accomplishment demands the 
knowledge, where the company is, where it has to be, how and when to get there?
Tlie answers to Üıese questions will show how far tlie company is from the point 
where it should be. Tliat point is called the BENCHMARK of tlie company.
As stated above, TAI has not yet prepared essential plans and guidelines for TQM 
in writing. Departments involved in the TQM system are in a position to set tlieir 
benchmarks independently. Completion o f the TQM implementation plans and setting the 
guidelines are the cornerstones o f benclmiarking. Tlierefore supportive leadersliip of 
management is necessary in planning, organizing, implementing, measuring, monitoring 
and improving tlie benclimarking effort.
step 6. Evaluation
15
2jSJ23. Organization
FIGURE 3: TQM ORGANIZATION
Advisor to the Managing Director for Management Systems and Internal Audit 
(MS&IA) is tasked for the effective implementation o f TQM at TAI with no additional 
manpower requirement (Figure 3). This was one o f the first steps in the establishment o f 
TQM managemant. As the focal point o f the organization, he is responsible for;
• Providing company wide TQM tools and techniques for training.
• Coordinating and initiating all TQM activities.
• Initiating all necessary system changes.
• Monitoring TQM activities implementation and recommending additional 
improvement areas, as required.
• Obtaining customer (uitemal and external) feedback and informing TQM 
Steering Committee and/or TQM Board about findings, as required.
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A TQM Steering Committee, consisting o f TAI Directors and chaired by the 
Managing Director is established for:
• Planning, guiding, reviewing implementation for continuous improvement.
• Clarifying the Organization's values, vision, and goals.
• Changing or modifying systems that are inconsistent with the new culture.
• Measming the progress o f the organization.
• Developing support systems for continuous improvement.
• Evaluating TYPE III problem(s).'^
Steering Committee meets montlily. Advisor to the Managing Director for MS&IA 
acts as the secretary o f the steering committee.
A TQM board meets bi-weekly and its members are all TAI Managers. An elected 
manager on a rotating basis chairs tlie board with the following objectives;
Establishing and implementing excellence benchmarks.
Setting consistent process improvement goals.
Prioritizing improvement goals.
Reviewing and tracking all processes.
Prioritizing and coordinating SFO.
Evaluating TYPE II PROBLEMS.
Assigning "Process Owner" for solving TYPE II PROBLEMS.
An employee from each managerial level is appointed as TQM Coordinator on a 
voluntary and rotating basis. He/she is responsible for facilitating, coordinating.
See definitioiis and acronyma Fot types o f problems.
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monitoring, and implementing TQM studies and initiating and encouraging SFOs in his/her 
Management.
In addition to the above, departmental and interdepartmental quality teams are 
established.
Departmental Quality Team (DQT) is organized by tlie manager o f the related 
organization. Tlie nucleus o f tlie team consists o f five persons. Tlie manager is 
Cliairperson o f DQT. The team must liave members from each level o f supervision and 
employment. The TQM coordinator is the natural member and the secretary o f DQT. 
Number o f Quality Team members may increase and vary in conjimction with the nature o f 
die processes to be evaluated. DQTs are expected to meet at least weekly for a maYimiim of 
one hour dination.
Interdepartmental Quality Team (IQ l) is formed by interdepartmental supervisors 
and employees to evaluate SFOs/processes identified as TYPE II problems. The Manager 
assigned as the process owner by the TQM Board is the chair person o f IQT.
2£.2.4. Training
TAI has assigned top priority to teaching SPC techniques for implementation in 
manuiacturing and assembly areas. Second priority is given to training o f administrative 
departments' personnel.
/
TAI has adopted an orientation strategy which requires TOP-DOWN application, 
and designed training program accordingly by considering the priorities and cultural change 
requirements. However, attaining cultural change is a time consuming process. It cannot 
be done in a short time, considering excessive training effort at TAI o f more than two years.
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The training efforts are listed below chronologically;
• TAI elected volunteer "TQM FACILITATORS" among chiefs and supervisors. 
They were given the necessary training first, and they have prepared a TQM orientation 
seminar maniml in December 1990.
• GDRO Management Personnel have been trained in January 1991 by specialists 
from USG.
• TQM Facilitators conducted TQM seminars for Directors and Managers o f TAI 
in Febniary 1991.
• Specialists from Defense Logistic Agency (USG) conducted TQM and SPC 
seminars at TAI in may 1991. Certifications were given to 13 TAI employees.
• TQM and SPC Awareness Seminar Manuals were prepared for middle 
management and specialists in lime 1991. TQM and SPC Awareness Seminars started in 
July 1991 for middle management and specialists. This training still continues with 
different groups.
• Pilot SPC studies were started in three manufacturing areas in January 1992. 
TAI Standard Practice for SPC implementation and SFO program has been prepared and 
issued, DQTs were established and TQM coordinators were selected in March 1992. TQM 
organization started to function in April 1992.
• The training o f TQM coordinators was conducted in May 1992.
• Daily SPC implementation in all areas o f fabrication and assembly were 
achieved in September and November 1992 respectively.
• TQM training for Operators/Assemblers started in Feb. 1993 and continuing.
• One day refreshment seminar has been conducted for all managers in Feb. 1993.
• Preliminary SPC studies in administrative departments started in March 1993.
• The themes which are studied during TQM Seminars are listed in Appendix G.
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Total Quality can only be achieved by actively involving all employees, meeting 
customer requirements. Involvement has a shared value which leads to a belief "the 
individual can influence events"; which leads to ownership, to a commitment to improved 
quality. Continual improvement in quality soon becomes a habit.
Every individual, regardless o f his/her level in the organization, must be encouraged 
to apply Iiis/lier knowledge, skills and abilities to quality improvement. People are always 
the most important and most flexible asset o f each organization. The organization can only 
reach its fiill potential when each person is allowed to perform at the peak of his/her ability.
Total involvement means working togetlier, and imderstanding the value o f their 
own contributions as individuals and teams. Total involvement means managing their own 
work with pride and ownersliip in what tliey do, and is also recognizing the accomplishment 
o f otliers.
TAI established a "Search for Opportunity Program" for encouraging every 
employee to participate in TQM activities. However, extensive training requirements are 
not avoidable to obtain full involvement. TAI could train only forty-two percent of its total 
population as o f the end o f 1992 with excessive effort. Sixty percent o f the total trained 
persormel were awarded certificates. Because o f the TOP-DOWN application, most o f the 
early trainees were higli level management individuals. Directors and Managers are not 
required certificate. Training programs for Operators/Assemblers and employees o f the 
administrative departments are continuing. The difficulties that faces TAI in training are 
involvement o f the great number o f employees, sustaining of the efficiency level reached by 
employees and retraining and recertification requirements. These are time consuming. TAI 
is on the right track, despite these difficulties.
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A pUot TQM implementation study for reducing inspection steps at Mate Through 
Delivery and W ing Component areas was started at the end o f May 1991.
Inspection types established in manufacturing work instructions are:
• Inspect after task is complete.
• Inspect after a certain operation step was performed.
• Special inspection instructions given in planning operations.
Some examples:
- Inspect installed Iiardware
- Inspect close tolerance holes
- Inspect for FOD
- Inspect gaps and/or surface mismatch
- Inspection to witness torquing
- Inspect fuel area filleting
- Inspect 1/R features
• Special QC Inspections
• GDRO Mandatory Inspections
• DCMAO Inspections
• OIL log book Inspections
There is a Planning Change Request 0*CR) System in TAI to request and 
incorporate additional inspections which are not mandatory. But there was no follow-up 
system to delete the unnecessary, double inspections, although PCR system is valid for 
inspection deletion.
2^.2.5. Inspection Status at Mate Through Delivery and Wing Component Areas
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A system for follow-up was established in late May 1991. Historical data was 
gathered and evaluated for the preceeding three months. The data proved that 268 
inspections were added into the system versus 13 deletions (Table 1). As a result o f close 
control for six months, 174 inspections were deleted versus only 3 additions. At the end of 
the sixth month the gain was a saving o f 75 man-hour per aircraft.
TABLE 1: INSPECTION STATUS
JAN-MAY 1991 JUN-DEC 1991
ADDITION 268
DELETION 13 174
Eliminating activities, which add cost without value to the end product, is the least 
costly way to increase the capacity. The results obtained from the ^p lication  at Mate 
Through Delivery set a good example in that respect.
2^.2.6. Mate Through Final (MTF) TQM Activities
A small team is organized in MTF for the purpose of:
• To monitor all QARs in MTF.
• To keep special QAR tools in one Iiand.
• To assign responsibility for tracking all QAR parts witli one person
• To provide all other teclmicians to concentrate on their OIL work.
The established goals o f the team:
• Customer satisfaction
. · Finding non conforming processes and eliminating non conformances
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• Production on schedule
• Searching root causes for non conformances and eliminating recurrences
• Reducing span time
The team started to influence every employee working in the line. Shop inspections 
started to increase for eliminating non- conformances. Number o f non-conformances found 
by QA inspectors has been reduced. Also the ratio o f squawks found by shop employees to 
the number o f squawks found by QA inspectors started to increase (Figure 4).
FIGURE 4: DETERMINED SQUAWKS DISTRIBUTION BY SHOP & QA 
(FOR 21 AIRCRAJT)
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Employees working in MTE believe that quality is not the job of only QA 
Department but o f everyone at TAI. This belief resulted dropping in the munber of monthly 
non conformance caused by workmanship from 61 in September 1991 to 2 in October 
1992. (Eigme 5)
FIGURES: M TF# OFWORK]VIANSHIPQAR*
Workmanship QARs causal by MTF has started decreasing by taking timely 
Corrective Action due to SPC implementation. Historical data has been collected starting 
with aircraft 4S-15 to 4R-70 and evaluated by the team. The average numbers o f QARs per 
aircraft has been found to be 14.7. Collected data starting with aircraft 4R-70 to including 
aircraft 4R-86 showed that the average number o f QARs per aircraft dropped to 11.8. 
However, taking timely corrective action actually started with aircraft 4R-76. If collected 
data including aircraft 4R-76 through 4R-86 is evaluated, the average number o f QARs per 
aircraft shows further decrease to 9.7. (Figure 6)
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MTF TQM START UP
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FIGURE 6: W ORKM ANSHIP QA R CAUSED BY M  I F 
(FO R 35 A m C R A FT )
Strong, healthy customer/supplier relationships constitute an essential part of 
quality. Replacing arm's length or even adversary relationships with cooperative effort will 
positively, and materially, affect the organization's performance.
The examples given above show the importance o f partnership and its positive 
effect on the organization.
Span time for Manufactiuing Acceptance Inspections (MAI) was ratlier long at the 
Final Assembly Area (SWBS 1116). SPC applications started in tliat area to;
* Classify problems by using discrepancy codes
• Determine responsible departments and inform tliem to prevent reccurrence.
* Investigate root causes and take corrective actions.
• Minimize number o f discrepancy.
* Present zero defect areas to T A IQ A
• Reduce MAI span time
Collected data from eigliteen aircraft starting with 4R-69 was used for classifying 
problems. The pareto chart indicated that Harness, Paint and Screw areas are priority 
targets to attack (Figure 7).
Detailed analysis were begun by tlie employees o f the concerned departments for 
reducing tlie defect percentage. The majority o f defects occurred were identified. Analysis o f 
each o f diese defects have started with the participation of die concerned employees.
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5- HARNESS 
7 - PAINT 
9- SCREW
FIGURE 7: SQUAWKS DISTRIBUTION (FOR 18 AIRCRAFT 4R-69 - 4R-83)
The decrease in the number o f QARs per aircraft has also positively affected MAI 
span time in SWBS 1116. Collected data starting with aircraft 4R-69, and including 
aircraft 4R-86 proved that approximately 3.5 days per aircraft are gained in MAI span time 
by SPC implementation. As it is observed by evaluating Figine 8, the average span time 
per aircraft decreased from 11 days for aircraft 4R-69 th ro u ^  4S-17 inclusive, to 8.6 days 
for aircraft 4R-74 through 4R-77 and fiuther dropped to 7.4 days for aircraft 4R-78 through 
4R-86.
It is obvious when the number o f QARs per aircraft decreases, span time in MAI 
per aircraft will also decrease.
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FIGURE 8: SWBS 1116 MAI ACTUAL SPAN PERIODS 
(FOR 21 AIRCRAFT)
2.5^.7. TQM Implementation at Tooling and Fabrication
SPC studies began, at four NC Machine Task Centers to identify causes for machine 
downtime. Machine performance was observed by the operators throughout three shifts. 
Data has been collected and recorded for identifying machine downtime and reasons. 
Collected data from Task Center (T/C) 251 is used as an example to reflect the result. The 
pareto chart shows non working causes o f the machine (Figure 9).
1. CHANGE OF TOOLS
2. CHIP CLEANING
3. PART LOADING
4. MLFX SETUP
5. TRAM CHECK
6. MACHINE BREAKDOWN
7. WATTING FOR CUTTING TOOLS
8. ELECTRICITY SHORTAGE
9. WAITING FOR CRANES
10. OTHER
FIGURE 9: PARETO CHART OF T/C 251-A NONWORK (DEC 92)
'Tool Changing and Clamping" job was identified to be the most time-wasting 
problem. It was also identified as TYPE I Problem.
A  brainstorming session was held at the Quality Team meeting with the 
participation o f all employees woridng in the area. The topics contained in the resulting 
fishbone diagram have been prioritized by the majority o f the participants. Deadlines and 
responsible individuals were determined for actions to be taken.
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A similar study has been conducted for "Part Loading and Unloading" job. This 
item was specified as priority No. 2 for improvement in the fishbone diagram. Here again 
responsibilities for the areas specified have been determined and actions started.
"Machine Breakdown", "Chip Cleaning", "Mlfx Unloading", "Tram Check", 
"Waiting for Cutting Tools" and "Waiting for Cranes" were defined as TYPE II Problems 
and joint eflTorts were started with Facilities and Production Planning & Control (PPC) to 
resolve them. W ithin the frame of these efforts, the subject o f "reduction of time spent for 
waiting cutting tools" was taken up at the IQT meeting held with PPC and opportunities for 
improvement were identified.
The other subjects, i.e. "Machine Breakdown", "Cliip Cleaning", "Mlfx Unloading", 
and "Waiting for Cranes" are being taken up at tlie Quality Team meetings held with 
Facilities. Improvement opportunities have been foimd for the "Tram Check" problem.
The X and MR charts maintained daily for T/C 251 in the December 1992 are 
shown in figiues 10 and 11, and their interpretations are shown in figures 12 and 13, 
respectively.
SPC work coordinated by Fabrication Quality Assurance to reduce the number of 
defects in aircraft parts fabricated in N/C macliines is in progress. A pareto analysis has 
been performed for defects detected in aircraft parts febricated in T/C 251A and T/C251B 
between 1 October 1992 and 31 December 1992. The following parts have been identified 
for improvement and priorities assigned in accordance with these analysis.
.  16W 1139-818P/820P
.  16W 141-25
.  16B 6224-15P
. 16B 6211-113P
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DAY
FIGURE 10: X CHART OF T/C251-A NONWORK (DEC 92)
DAY
FIGURE 11: R CHART OF T/C 251-A NONWORK (DEC 92)
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s = 1 4  r =1 6
Too Few Run (TFR)
Critical Value (C \0  = 11  
# of Run = 13 
U  of Run > CV 
13 >11  Pass
Length of Longest Run (LLR) 
CV = 8 LLR = 5 
CV>LLR  
8 > 5 Pass
FIGURE 12: INTERPRETATION OF X CHART OF T/C 251-A NONWORK (DEC 92)
s = 1 2  r =1 8
Too Few Run (TFR)
Critical Value (CV) “  10 
# of Run =11 
#o fR u n >  CV 
11 > 10 Pass
Length of Longest Run (LLR) 
CV = 9 LLR = 6 
CV>LLR  
9 >  6 Pass
FIGURE 13: INTERPRETATION OF X CHART OF T/C 251-A NONWORK (DEC 92)
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When the listed parts were investigated according to priority, it has been determined 
that P/N 16W 1139-818P had the greatest number o f the "Flange Thickness" defect during 
the period covered, and this defect occiured in two particular zones on the part.
Based on this data, necessary actions to prevent the Flange Thickness have been 
identified at a quality meeting. Deadlines have been determined and responsible employees 
for the actions have been specified. Other parts are being reviewed through this method and 
recurrence o f defects will be prevented when identified.
Prevention makes processes predictable. Predictability is a key to determining 
capability, which is needed before mutual agreement on requirements can be achieved. 
Prevention also recognizes that quality cannot be injected into a product or service. It is a 
realization o f the fact that "defect/error prevention is better (and cheaper) tlian defect/error 
detection". Prevention aims at eliminating (not just reducing) tlie re-work o f rejects.
TAI's QA application mainly has been detection oriented. TAI is trying to switch 
from detection to prevention. Application in N/C machines area, as stated above, 
exemplifies these efforts.
It is important to miderstand tlie concept o f requirements in die context o f Total 
Qualify Requirements are agreements between customer and suppliers as to wliat is needed 
to perform a job properly. Tliey are;
• Mutually agreed upon
• Attaioable
• Well communicated
• Measurable
• Clianged officially, if it is necessary to cliange them.
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TAI is at the beginning stage for setting guidelines for TQM implementation. 
Presently nine Directorial level organizational structure exists in TAI. Twenty-nine 
managerial level organizations report to these Directors in total. Only five out o f twenty- 
nine managerial level organizations reporting to two different Directors (QA and 
Operations) have started to set guidelines within their organizations, remaining twenty-four 
are not involved yet. Overall written guidelines for entire organization does not exist.
Continual improvement is the end result o f a total commitment to quality. A work 
force which challenges itself to continuously improve products, services, processes and 
relationships is a precious competitive asset.
Since all intemal and external customer needs and expectations keep changing, 
every aspect o f tire organization must continually improve to meet those changing needs. 
Continuous improvement depends on effective and efficient relationships, both internally 
and externally.
TAI's ultimate goal is to achieve Continual Improvement. In order to reach that 
level TAI’s seven step strategy must be satisfactorily implemented and sustained. This 
requires the completion and application o f foreseen plans (shot term, near term, long term). 
Unfortunately, they are in preparation stage for two years. Therefore to achieve the ultimate 
goals requires extensive efforts in each and every areas o f TQM philosophy.
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CHAPTER 3
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
3.1. Summary
AH processes and activities performed at TAI fimdamentally aim to reach at the 
highest level o f perfection.
To this effect, all works such as purchasing, handling, machining, processing, 
fabricating, inspection, testing, modification, flight line operations and any other treatment 
o f the product, facilities, standards or equipment, in tact, everything from the ordering o f 
materials to the delivery o f the aircraft are subjected to a very effective and extensive 
Quality Assurance.
TAI proved itself, how successfiil it is in quality by its products. As of the end of 
1992, TAI produced 102 F-16 aircraft in total. Three of which are evaluated as "Perfect 
Aircraft".® Eighteen of which were "Zero Defect Aircraft".^ More than 3000 Aircraft have 
been produced worldwide. Only nine o f them are evaluated as perfect aircraft. If we 
compare these figures with TAI's achievement o f three perfect aircraft out o f 102 aircraft, 
the success o f TAI in quality is clearly understood.
® Perfect aircraft is an aircraft vt4iich bas no squawks in company test flights, in deliveiy/acceptance test flights, at 
delivery/acceptancc control and during the first flight at the Customer's facility following the delivery/acceptance.
^ Zero Defect Aircraft which has no squawks at the delivery/acceptance control.
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TAI is trying to be prepared and implement TQM without jeopardizing the quality 
for more than two years. Its goal is to become a TQM oriented company.
To this end TAI has trained forty-two percent o f its population. Sixty percent o f the 
total trained personnel were certified. One day refreshment seminar could be conducted for 
Managers only. Because of extensive initial training requirements and continuation o f the 
jobs at the work stations did not permit more refreshment training.
TAI has established a seven step strategy as a base for its TQM implementation 
plans. However, these plans have not been prepared yet.
TAI seems on tlie right track to achieve its goal as a TQM oriented company. But, 
extensive efforts are required in the;
• Expedition the completion o f TQM impl^nentation plans which yield for 
accomplisliment o f established seven step strategy. Majority o f TAI's departmaits 
presently are in the first and second stqps in the implementation o f this strategy. Only 
fabrication and MTF line are exercising steps three and foiu.
• Accomplishing cultural change which is a backbone in TQM implementation. 
The specific areas require attention are Training, Prevention vs. Detection, Involvement and 
acliieving continual improvement.
• Leadersliip guidance is action starting point in TQM. Higher management's 
consideration is also required in setting tlie guidelines and benchmarking.
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3.2. Recommendations
In the light o f the foregoing study, the following recommendations are submitted for
TAI.
a. TAI should define the mission and set objectives and goals for long, near and 
short terms to prepare TQM implementation plan.
• Tlie mission may be defined as:
TAI's mission is to be a company o f dedicated, dynamic and resoiu-ceflil people 
searching for excellence and committed to develop technical and industrial capability to 
design and manufactiu-e tlie liighest quality and coast effective products by satisfying the 
internal and external castomers with continuously improving products and services.
• TAI’s long term objectives may be set as:
- To achieve participative involvement of everyone in the organization.
- To attain continuous process improvement striving for potential performance.
- To improve quality, cost and schedule.
- To eliminate non-value added processes.
- To reach the level o f total satisfaction o f the internal and external custom ^s.
• TAI's near and short term objectives may be set as:
- To continue training and re-training to create a new culture.
- To obtain SPC implementation certificate for manufecturing and assembly
areas.
- To extend SPC implementation to the administrative departments, where
applicable.
- To re-train and re-verify tlie employees when required to sustain tlieir new 
culture and skill.
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b. TAI must expedite the preparation o f TQM implementation plans which cover 
short, near and long terms. For expedition. Steering Committee should hold a special 
session as early as possible to;
• Define the mission and set objective and goals as stated above.
• Identify responsible personnel or team to prepare plans. Advisor to the 
Mzuiaging Director for Miuiagcmcnt Systems zmd Internal Audit may be a good c2Uididate 
for overall coordination o f the plan.
• Set deadlines for preparation. I believe that enougli knowledge and experience 
exi.sts in TAI for preparation o f the plans within three months.
c. TQM implementation plans must yield the accomplishment o f the established 
seven step strategy which seems appropriate to achieve the TQM goals when implemented 
fully and effectively. The followings can be applied for improvement;
• Encourage employees to participate in SFO program.
• Evaluate SFO's by DQT.
• Prioritize SFO's by TQM board.
• Conduct process analysis / SPC by DQT.
• Take corrective action for improvement by TQM Board.
• Set process, policy and monitor their implementation, make changes when 
required by TQM Steering Committee.
. Conduct SPC audit by tlie Advisor o f MS&LA
d. TQM Board should;
• Establish benchmarks for departments.
• Prioritize implemenfetion areas.
• Establish small teams, where applicable, to encourage involvement o f the 
employees.
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e. Directors and Managers should also spare specific time in their bi-weekly staff 
meetings to evaluate and discuss TQM accomplishment and problem areas which occurred 
in last fifteen days and set guidance for actions to be taken in next fifteen days.
Managers should also act in similar manner in their daily and weekly meetings with 
their Chiefs, Supervisors and Formen.
These will help to enhance leadership behavior and encourage people down in the 
chain o f line.
f  Formal training courses and seminars should continue for creating new culture. 
Higher management executives should pay unplanned, imofficial and friendly visits 
frequently to work centers and showing interest to the employees and tlieir works. This will 
encourage their involvement and help to obtain cultural cliange earlier than planned
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APPENDIX A
DEFINITIONS AND ACRONYMS
Backw ard T raceability: Tlie capability to ascertain readily any applicable procurement 
source, raw material origin, manufacturing history, special processing record, testing 
results, rejection experience, installation/removal record, sliipping destination/date of 
specific serially-controlled parts either in process or installed on deliverable end items.
B uyer Furnished P roperty  (BFP): General Dynamics owned material, title o f which vests 
in GDFW.
B uyer: General Dynamics Corporation.
C ertification of E quipm ent and Processes: Demonstrated ability to perform in 
accordance witli pre-established criteria directly traceable to a contractual obligation or 
specification.
C ertification of Personnel: The documentation o f an employee's demonstrated 
qualifications to perform a designated technique as evidenced by a written and/or practical 
evaluation.
C ontract/P rim e C ontract: Means General Dynamics' Prime Contract with the USG.
C ontractor: Means Prime Contractor, in our case this is General Dynamics.
C orrective Action (C/A): A systematic process for identifying, investigating m d resolving 
tlie basic causes o f material non conformances in a timely manner, to prevent recurrence of 
a non conformance Judged significantly detrimental to safety, cost, quality or performance 
o f tire end product.
Cori'ective Action B oard (CAB): A Board consisting o f management representatives o f 
appropriate departments with the level o f responsibility and authority necessary to assure 
that causes o f non conformances are identified and that corrective actions are affected 
tlirou^ou t TAI.
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Custom er: The Government o f the United States/USAF.
CVS: Change Verification System
Defense C ontract M anagem ent A rea O perations (DCMAO): Government
representatives office located at TAI.
D epartm ent Instruction (DI): A document used to establish the detailed steps o f an 
operation wholly within a single dq^artment.
Disposition: A decision by properly authorized personnel or Material Review Boards 
(MRB) relative to disposal o f non conforming material or parts.
DQT: Departmental Quality Team.
EDRR: Engineering Data Received Report.
EPC: European Participating Countries (Netherlands, Norway, Belgium, Denmark)
F-16 Co-Producer: An industry in a country participating in the F-16 Multinational 
Program, under direct contract to the GDFW Division to produce General Dynamics 
designed parts.
Fatigue and F ractu re  C ritical P arts (F/FC): Those critical primary airframe structural 
parts and assemblies deemed potentially susceptible to cracking and/or rapid fracture for 
metal structure and residual strength degradation for advanced composite structure due to 
the anticipated design environment.
Fatigue C ontrol: The rigorous application of engineering, quality assurance, 
manufacturing and operations technology dealing with the understanding and prevention of 
crack initiation lading to increasing maintenance and structural failure.
F irst A rticle Inspection (FAI); An in-depth inspection o f the first deliverable production 
configured item that is manufactured, assembled, processed and tested.
Foreign O bject Dam age (FOD); Damage caused by a foreign object which has been 
ingested or lodged in a mechanism or that causes material damage which renders the 
system/equipment unusable or unsafe for operations.
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Foreign O bject: Any loose and relatively small object which is generally included in one 
o f the following three basic categories:
Metal: Such as aircraft and engine hardware (nuts, bolts, clamps, washers, wire, 
etc.); tools (wrenches, screwdrivers, pliers, test equipment, etc.); and miscellaneous 
metals, including manufacturing residue/debris (headsets, ground cords, safety pins, 
nails, rivet heads, machine shavings, etc.).
Stones: Such as natural stones (pebbles, rocks, gravels, etc.); and man-made stones 
(concrete, asphalt, tar, etc.).
Miscellaneous Objects: Such as wood, electronic piece parts (resistors, capacitors, 
diodes, solder, etc.), rubber, cloth, paper, cigarette butts, pencils/pens etc.
Forw ard T raceability; The capability to ascertain readily the end item within which a 
specific serially-controlled part is installed.
F ractu re C ontrol: The rigorous application o f engineering, quality assurance, 
manufacturing and operations technology dealing with the understanding and prevention of 
crack propagation (metals) or residual strength loss (metals and non-metals) leading to 
structural failure.
GDFW : Gtatieral Dynamics' Fort Worth Division. (Lockheed Corporation bought GDFW 
and the name of GDFW has been changed to Lockheed Fort Worth Company (LFWC), as 
o f 1 March 1993).
GDRO: General Dynamics' Residence Office located at a Co-producer. (Lockheed 
Corporation bought GDFW and the name o f GDRO has been changed to Lockheed 
Residence Office (LKRO), as of 1 Mardi 1993).
GOT: The Government o f Turkey.
Governm ent Furnished A erospace Equipm ent (GFAE): Property that is procured and 
fiimished by the Government directly to airframe and equipment manufacturers for 
installation in new aircraft or equipment being built for the government.
G overnm ent Furnished P roperty  (GFP); Property in the possession of, or acquired 
directly by the USG and subsequently delivered or otherwise made available to the 
contractor.
G overnm ent: Means USG and/or USAF,
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G roup I  Purchases: This group includes (a) purchases for products or services that are 
either complex or have critical application and for which conformance to contract 
requirements can not or should not, for economical reasons, be fully determined on receipt, 
and (b) purchases requiring direct shipment from the supplier to the Government.
Gixmp П  Purchases: Tliis group includes purchases for products or services for which 
conformance to contract requirements may be adequately determined by die purcliasing 
contractor upon receipt.
Incom plete Task Log (ITL): A form initiated to record and process open tasks.
Inspection Reference P a rt (TOP): An actual, specially modified or simulated airframe part 
developed, designed and used as part of an inspection system.
Interchangeability: Intercliangeability applies to "interchangeable items", which are 
manufactured witli tlie aid of control tools and require only the application of attaching 
means for their installation. Interchangeable items are capable of being readily installed, 
removed or replaced witliout alteration, misalignment, or damage to the items being 
installed or to adjoining items or structure.
IQ T: Interdepartmental Quality Team.
L etter of Offer and Acceptance (LOA): The Agreement signed by and between GOT and 
USG concerning the procurement of 160 F-16 aircraft, dated 9 December 1983.
M AI: Manufacturing Acceptance Inspection.
M anufacturing Test Equipm ent (M TE): Special Tooling and Special Test Equipment 
used in TAI manufacturing operations to facilitate installation, assembly, and adjustment o f 
airframe components. Tliis equipment is also used to conduct and support tests and prove 
the functional operation o f a specific product. It is peculiar to a model o f aircraft or otlier 
production end items.
M anufacturing Support Equipm ent (M SE): Includes Support Equipment (SE) and 
Manufactiuing Test Equipment (MTE).
M aterial Review (M R) Action: Activities specifically related to a formal board (MRB) 
consisting o f representatives o f all applicable departments necessary to review, evaluate and 
disposition specific non conforming material or services.
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M aterial Review A uthority: The formal written delegation by GDFW, authorizing the 
specific Co-producer to conduct Material Review Actions with designated personnel, within 
a designated scope and in accordance with designated producers.
M aterial Survey (MS): The collective action required to assure timely location, inspection 
and disposition, as necessary, of all like material containing a common discrepancy or likely 
to contain such discrepancy.
M obile A ircraft Support Equipm ent (MASE): Major equipment end items (generally 
mobile and self contained) used in support o f TAI manufacturing operations.
M S& IA: Management Systems and Internal Audit.
M TF: Mate Through Final
Non destructive Test S tandards (NDTS): A specification prepared and released by 
Quality Assurance Department to direct Non destructive Inspection Ô^DI)
Non Conform ance: A departure from the requirements specified in the contract, 
specification, drawing or other approved product description.
Non Conform ing M aterial: Any item, parts or product (for delivery to customer) with one 
or more characteristics depart from the requirements o f the contract, specification, drawing 
or other approved product description.
Notice of E ngineering Change (NOEC); A form used to coordinate with Co-producers 
regarding engineering changes affecting previously shipped manufactured details and 
assemblies.
One Tim e Inspection (O Tl): A non-routine, planned one time inspection requirement to 
verify the integrity o f a specific process, function, control, installation or serial numbered 
configuration o f a purchased or a shop made part, or assembly installed in an aircraft, or 
aircraft major component having an assigned SWBS number and controlled by Operation 
Inspection Log (OIL) in manufacturing.
Open Task: That portion o f a task called out on OIL planning which is incomplete when a 
component is shipped This includes open (Quality Assurance Reports (QARs) that required 
task accomplishments on the item delivered.
O peration Inspection Log (O IL); A document established for the logging of production 
installation/assembly operations tasks for the purpose o f work status and audit control o f 
the planned engineering.
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O utside Production O peration Sheet (OPOS): A brief planning document used as 
supplemental information and instructions for outside production tasks.
PACOR: Planning Action and Completion Operations Report.
PCR: Planning Change Request.
P relim inary Review (PR) Action: Action taken by appointed Quality Assurance 
persoimel to disposition certain category o f non conformances.
Problem : For the purpose o f SPC implementation and SFO program, anything that 
demands a solution which, if not foimd, wdl put one into a predicament. Problems are 
categorized under three headings:
TYPE I PROBLEM: An individual or a work unit can take the opportunity to solve 
it. This means tlie problem can be solved by tlie resources and with tlie 
authorization of the department
TYPE II PROBLEM: No individual or work unit in tlie department lias total 
control over the problem. This means the problem can be solved by the 
interrelation o f departments.
TYPE III PROBLEM: Problems exceeding the authorities and resources o f 
departments. Tliis means the problem can be solved in tlie higher management o f 
the company, or it should be referred to outside organizations.
P roof L oad/T rial R un: Tlie production o f a determined number o f parts/assemblies under 
production conditions to determine, if the tool with the required adequacy o f tool details 
provides proper part location and clearances, and economically produces quality parts 
conforming to engineering specifications in accordance with the tool/planning instructions 
to accomplish the task.
QADI: Quality Assurance Department Instruction.
Q ualification of Personnel: Tlie satisfactory completion o f the prescribed certification 
program conducted by an approved instructor and evidence o f satisfectory visual and audio 
acuity and health examination, as required.
Q uality A ssurance R eport (QAR): The main form, used for documenting discrepancy 
and for controlling action taken on non conforming material.
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Q uality Cost: Inclxides the cost o f prevention and detection of defects and the cost of losses 
due to non confonnances.
Prevention Cost: That portion of the Quality Cost that identifies expenditures 
applicable to preventing product defects from occurring.
Detection Cost: The cost e.xpended by Quality Assurance Functions attributable to 
the detection o f non conformances.
Non conformance Cost: The cost expended for rework/repair, use-as-is, scrap o f 
non conforming material.
Q uality Team  R eport (QTR); A report, to be submitted to Management Systems and 
Internal Audit, summarizing the monthly activities of DQTs and as required reports o f 
IQTs.
R eplaceablllty; Replaceability applies to "replaceable items" which are manufactured with 
the aid o f control tools and the installation o f which requires alteration o f the items in 
addition to the normal application and methods of attachment. Such alterations may 
include drilling, reaming, cutting, filing, trimming, bending, shaping, etc. Alteration of 
adjoining items or structure during installation or replacement of replaceable items is not 
authorized.
Schedule W ork Breakdow n S tructure (SWBS): A four digit code used to plan and 
identify the schedule sequ^ce relationsliip o f subassemblies, sub components or details 
within the framework o f die contract work breakdown structure.
Search for O pportunity  (SFO) Program : An approach, to create an environment to 
provide each and every TAI employee to participate in improving qualify by communicating 
their ideas on opportunities, problems or factors.
Serially-C ontrolled P arts: Parts, assemblies and equipment designated for unique 
identification (s^alization) by contracts, specifications, ^gineering drawings or program 
office direction.
S tatistical Process C ontrol (SPC): A system, which is applied for monitoring a process 
quantitatively, using statistical techniques to determine control signals, evaluate capabtlify, 
and provide guidance towards continuous improvOTient.
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stock  Purge: The collective action used in conjunction with material surveys to assure 
timely location, inspection and disposition, as necessary, o f like material containing a 
common discrepancy within the discovering area. The stock purge is applicable only for 
hardware in stock and work-in-process.
Subcontract: Means the purchase order signed by and between General Dynamics and TAI 
for Co-production o f F-16 aircraft.
Support Equipm ent (SE): Equipment required to make a weapon system, support system, 
subsystem or end item o f equipment operational in its intended environment. Tbis includes 
equipment required to install, launch, control, direct, inspect, test, adji^st, calibrate, 
appraise, gauge, measure, assemble, disassemble, handle, transport, safeguard, store, 
actuate, service, repair, overhaul, maintain and operate the system, subsystem and item or 
component.
T/C: Task Center
TAI S tandard  Practice (TSP): A document recording and transmitting the 
responsibilities and procedures regulating the activities o f TAI as a whole or more than one 
o f its departments.
TAI: Tusas Aerospace Industries, Inc. A joint stock company organized under the Laws of 
Turkey by US and Turkish Partners.
TDS: Technique Data Sheets.
Test and M easuring E quipm ent (TM E): Devices used to evaluate or measure 
characteristics and processes in order to verify acceptable product quality or provide 
research and development data.
Tim e Com pliance Technical O rders (TCTO ): Instructions for a one time retrofit, 
modification and/or inspection of aircraft, support equipment, trainers and com pon^ts 
thereof
Total Q uality M anagem ent (TQM ): TQM consists o f continuos process improvement 
activities involving everyone in the organization, in a totally integrated effort toward 
improving performance at every level, which can be summarized in terras o f quality, cost 
and schedule.
TUAF: Turkish Airforce
USAF: The United States Airforce.
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USG: The government of tlie United States o f America.
W ork Breakdow n S tructure (WBS): A product oriented family tree composed of 
Iiardware, software, services, data and other work tasks. It organizes, defines and 
graphically displays tlie product to be developed or produced, and tlie work to be 
accomplished, in order to achieve the specified product.
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ESTABLISHIMENT OF TAI
APPENDIX B
JOINT VENTURE AGREEMENT
GENERAL DYNAMICS OF TURKEY, INC. 
(A Delaware Company)
$ 9 M
GENERAL ELECTRIC  
TECHNICAL SERVICES 
COMPANY, INC. 
(S lock Purchase  
Ownership)
j
1
TUSA$ (TURKISH AIRCRAFT INDUSTRIES, INC.; 
(A Turk ish Stale Owned Company)
TURKISl-i ARMED FORCES 
FOUNDATION
TURKISI-l AIR LEAGUE
TUSAS
AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES, INC.
$137M
A Slock Corporation Organized Under the Laws of Turkey
•  CASH : $15 M •  CASH: $67.4 M
$ 5 8 M •  EQUIPMENT: $22 M
-  Buildings
-  Operating Capital $ 7 0 M
•  SERVICES : $21 M • LAND: $2.6 M
QUALITY ASSURANCE REQUIREMENTS
1- Q uality Program
Tlie contractor shall establish an ejQTective and economical quality program to assure 
compliance with tlie requirements of the contract. Design o f the program sliall be based 
upon consideration o f the technical and manufacturing aspects o f production and related 
engineering design and materials. The program shall assure adequate quality throughout all 
areas o f contract performance, for example, design, development, fabrication, processing, 
assembly, inspection, test, maintenance, packaging, sliipping, storage and site installation.
Ail supplies and services under the contract, whether manufactured or performed 
within the contractor's plant or at any other source shall be controlled at all points necessary 
to assure conformance to contractual requirements, The program shall provide for the 
prevention and ready detection o f discrepancies and for timely and positive corrective 
action, the contractor shall make objective evidence o f quality conformance readily 
available to the Government Representative. Instruction and records must be controlled.
The authority and responsibility o f those in charge o f the design, production, testing 
and inspection o f quality shall be clearly stated The program shall facilitate determinations 
o f the eflfects o f quality deficiencies and quality costs on price. Facilities and standards such 
as drawings, engineering changes, measuring equipment and the like which are necessary 
for the creation o f the required quality shall be effectively managed The program shall 
include an eSective control o f purchased materials and subcontracted work. Manufacturing,
APPENDIX C
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fabrication and assembly work conducted within the contractor's plant shall be controlled 
completely.
2. Qualify Program Management
The contractor shall clearly prescribe an effective management for quality.
2.1. Organization
Personnel performing quality functions shall have sufficient, well-defined 
responsibility, authority and the organizational freedom to identify and evaluate quality 
problems and to initiate, recommend or provide solutions. Management regularly shall 
review the status and adequacy o f the quality program.
2.2. Initial Quality Planning
The contractor, during the earliest practical phase o f contract performance shall 
conduct a complete review o f the requirements o f the contract to identify and make timely 
provision for the special controls, processes, test equipment, fixtures, tooling and skills 
required for assuring product quality.
2.3. Work Instructions
The qualify program sliall assme that all work affecting quality (including such 
things as purchasing, handling, macliining, assembling, fabricating, processing, inspection, 
testing, modrficatiorL, installation, and any other treatment of product, facilities, standards 
or equipment from the ordering o f materials to dispatch o f shipments) shall be prescribed in 
clear and complete documented instructions o f a type appropriate to the circumstances.
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Such instructions shall provide the criteria for performing the work functions and they shall 
be compatible with acceptance criteria for workmanship.
2.4. Records
The contractor shall maintain and use any records or data essential to the 
economical and effective operation of his quality program. These records shall be available 
for review by the Government Representative and copies of individual records shall be 
furnished him upon request. Records are considered one of the principal forms of objective 
evidence of quality, llie  quality program shall assure that records are complete and 
reliable. Inspection and testing records shall, as a minimum, indicate the nature of the 
observations together with the number of observations made and the number and type of 
deficiencies found.
2.5. Corrective Action
The quality program shall detect promptly and correct assignable conditions adverse 
to quality. Design, purchasing, manufacturing, testing or other operations which could 
result in or have resulted in defective supplies, services, facilities, technical data, standards 
or other elements o f contract performance which could create excessive losses or costs must 
be identified and changed as a result o f the quality program. Corrective action will extend to 
the performance o f all suppliers and vendors and will be responsive to data and product 
forwarded from users. Corrective action shall include as a ininimum;
• Analysis o f data and examination o f product scrapped or reworked to determine 
extent and causes;
• Analysis o f trends in process or performance o f work to prevent non conforming 
product; and
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• Introduction of required improvements and corrections, an initial review of the 
adequacy o f such measiues and monitoring of the effectiveness o f corrective action taken.
2.6. Costs Related to Quality
The contractor shall maintain and use quality cost data as a management of the 
quality program. These data shall serve the purpose of identifying the cost of both the 
prevention and correction of non conforming supplies. Quality Cost data maintained by the 
contractor shall, upon request, be furnished the Government Representative for use by the 
Government in determining the effectiveness of the contractor's quality program.
3. Facilities and S tandards
3.1. Drawings, Documentation and Changes
A procedure shall be maintained that concerns itself with the adequacy, the 
completeness and the currentness o f drawings and with the control of changes in design. 
W ith respect to the currentness of drawings and changes, the contractor shall assure that 
requirements for the effectivity point o f changes are met and that obsolete drawings and 
change requirements are removed from all points o f issue and use.
W ith respect to supplemental specifications, process instructions, production 
engineering instructions, industrial engineering instructions and work instructions related to 
a particular design, the contractor shall be responsible for a review o f their adequacy, 
currentness and completeness. The quality program must provide complete coverage o f all 
information necessary to produce an article in complete conformity with requirements o f the 
design.
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The quality program's responsibility for drawings and changes extend to the 
drawings and changes provided by the subcontractors and vendors for the contract.
3.2. M easuring and Testing Equipm ent
The ootttrootor cihall provide and m aintain gageo and other m eoaijring and teoting
devices necessary to assure that supplies conform to technical requirements. These devices 
shall be calibrated against certified measurement standards which have known valid 
relationships to national standards at established periods to assure continued accuracy. The 
objective is to assure that inspection and test equipment is adjusted, replaced or repaired 
before it becomes inaccurate.
3.3. Production Tooling Used as M edia of Inspection
When production jigs, fixtures, tooling masters, templates patterns and such other 
devices are used as media o f inspection, tliey shall be proved for accuracy prior to release 
for use. These devices shall be proved again for accuracy at intervals formally established 
in a manner to cause their timely adjustment, replacement or repair prior to becoming 
inaccurate.
4. C ontrol of Purchases
4.1. R esponsibility
The contractor is responsible for assuring that all supplies and services procured 
from his suppliers (subcontractors and vendors) conform to the contract requirements. The 
selection o f sources and the nature and extent o f control exercised by the contractor shall be 
dependent upon the type o f supplies, liis supplier's demonstrated capability to perform, and
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the quality evidence made available. To assure an adequate and economical control o f such 
material, the contractor shall utilize to the fullest extent objectives evidence o f quality 
furnished by his suppliers.
The effectiveness and integrity o f the control of quality by his suppliers shall be 
assessed and reviewed by the contractor at intervals consistent with the complexity and 
quantity o f product. Inspection of products upon delivery to the contractor shall be used for 
assessment and review to the extent necessary for adequate assurance of quality. Test 
reports, inspection records, certificates and other suitable evidence relating to the suppliers 
control of quality should be used in the contractor's assessment and review. The 
contractor's responsibility for the control of purchases includes the establishment o f a 
procedure for (1) the selection of qualified suppliers, (2) the transmission o f applicable 
design and quality requirements in the Government contracts and associated technical 
requirements, (3) the evaluation of the adequacy o f procured items, and (4) effective 
provisions for early information feedback and correction o f non conformances.
4.2. Purchasing D ata
The contractor shall assure that all applicable requirements are properly included or 
referenced in all purchase orders for products ultimately to apply on a Government contract. 
The purchase order shall contain a complete description of the supplies ordered including, 
by statement or reference, all applicable requirements for manufacturing, inspecting, testing, 
packaging, and any requirements for Government or contractor inspections, qualification or 
approvals. The description o f products ordered shall include a requirement for contractor 
inspection at the subcontractor or vendor source when such an action is necessary to assure 
that the contractor's quality program effectively implements the contractor's responsibility 
for complete assurance o f product quality. Requirem ^ts shall be included for chemical and
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physical testing and recording in connection with the purchase o f raw materials by his 
suppliers.
5. Manufacturing Control
5.1. Materials and Materials Control
Hie quality program sliall assure that raw materials to be used in fabrication or 
processing o f products conform to die applicable physical, chemical and otlier technical 
requirements. Laboratory testing shall be employed as necessary. Suppliers sliall be 
required by tiie contractor's quality program to exercise equivalent control o f the raw 
materials utilized in the production o f tlie parts and items wiiicli tliey supply to tlie 
contractor. Raw material awaiting testing must be separately identified or segregated from 
already tested and approved material but can be released for initial production, providing 
tliat identification and control is maintained. Material tested and approved must be kept 
identified until such time as its identity is necessarily obliterated by the processing. 
Controls will be established to prevent the inadvertent use of material failing to pass tests.
5.2, Production Processing and Fabrication
The contractor's quality program must assure that all machining, wiring, batching, 
shaping and all basic production operations o f any type together with all processing and 
fabrication o f any type is accomplished under controlled conditions. Controlled conditions 
include documented work instructions, adequate production equipment, and any special 
working environment. Documented work instructions are considered to be the criteria for 
much o f the production, processing and fabrication work. These instructions are the criteria
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for acceptable or unacceptable "workmanship". The quality program will effectively 
monitor the issuance o f and compliance with all o f these woric instractions.
Inspection and monitoring of processed material or products shall be accomplished 
in any suitable systematic manner selected by the contractor. Methods of inspection and
mcniitoring shall bo oorrootod any timo thoir unsuitability with roosonablo ovidonoo is
demonstrated.
Criteria for approval and rejection shall be provided for all inspection o f product 
and monitoring o f methods, equipment, and personnel. Means for identifying approved and 
rejected product shall be provided.
5.3. Completed Item Inspection and Testing
The quality program shall assure that there is a system for fmal inspection and test 
o f completed products. Such testing shall provide a measure of the overall qualify of the 
completed product and shall be performed so that it simulates, to a sufficient degree, 
product end use and functioning.
5.4. Handling, Storage and Delivery
The qualify program shall provide for adequate work and inspection instructions for 
handling storage, preservation, packaging, and shipping to protect the qualify o f products 
and prevent damage, loss, deterioration, degradation, or substitution o f products. W ith 
respect to handling, the qualify program shall require and monitor the use o f procedures to 
prevent handling damage to articles. Handling procedures o f tliis type include tlie use o f 
special crates, boxes, containers, transportation vehicles and any otlier facilities for 
materials handling Means shall be provided for any necessary protection against
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deterioration or damage to products in storage. Periodic inspection for the prevention and 
results o f such deterioration or damage shall be provided. Products subject to deterioration 
or corrosion during fabrication or interim storage shall be cleaned and preserved by 
methods which will protect against such deterioration or corrosion.
5.5. Non Conforming Material
The contractor shall establish and maintain an effective and positive system for 
controlling non conforming material, including procedures for its identification, 
segregation, and disposition. Repair or rework of non conforming material shall be in 
accordance with documented procedures acceptable to the Government. The acceptance of 
non conforming supplies is a prerogative of and shall be as prescribed by the Government 
and may involve a monetary adjustment. All non conforming supplies shall be positively 
identified to prevent unauthorized use, shipment and intermingling with conforming 
supplies.
5.6. S tatistical Process Control and Analysis
In addition to statistical methods required by the contract, statistical planning, 
analysis, tests and quality control procedures may be utilized whenever such procedures are 
suitable to maintain tlie required control o f quality. Sampling plans may be used when tests 
are destructive, or when the records, inherent characteristics o f the product or the non 
critical application o f the product, indicate that a reduction in inspection or testing can be 
achieved without jeopardizing quality.
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The contractor shall maintain a positive system for identifying the inspection status 
o f products. Identification may be accomplished by means o f stamps, tags, routing cards, 
move tickets, tote box cards or other normal control devices.
6. Coordinated Govemment/Contractor Actions
6.1. Government Inspection at Subcontractor or Vendor Facilities
Hie Government reserves the right to inspect at source supplies or services not 
manufactured or performed with the contractor's facility. Government inspection shall not 
constitute acceptance; nor shall it in any way replace contractor inspection or otherwise 
relieve the contractor o f his responsibility to furnish an acceptable end item. The purpose 
o f this inspection is to assist the Government Representative at the contractor's facility to 
determine the conformance o f supplies or services with contract requirements.
AH documents and referenced data for purchases applying to a Government contract 
shall be available for review for the government representative to determine compliance 
with the requirements for the control o f such purchases. Copies o f purchasing documents 
required for Government purposes shall be furnished in accordance with the instructions of 
the Government Representative. The contractor shall make available to the Government 
Representative reports o f any non conformance found on Government source inspected 
supplies and shall (when requested) require the supplier to coordinate with his Government 
Representative on corrective action.
5.7. Indication of Inspection Status
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6.2. Government Furnished Material
When material is fiimished by the Government, the contractor's procedures shall 
include at least the following:
• Examination upon receipt, consistent with practicability to detect damage in
transit;
• Inspection for completeness and proper type;
• Periodic inspection and precautions to assure adequate storage conditions and to 
guard against damage from handling and deterioration during storage;
• Functional testing, either prior to or after installation, or both, as required by 
contract to determine satisfactory operation;
• Identification and protection from improper use or disposition; and
• Verification o f quantity.
7. R equirem ents E stablished by the Buyer
GD contractually imposed to TAI the execution of all Military Specifications 
requirements established by tlie Government for contractors. In addition to these 
specifications GD assigned certain responsibilities to tire subcontractors producing items 
for F-16, to ensure proper configuration o f tire aircraft. These are:
• First Article Inspection (FAI)
• Transfer o f open tasks
• Material Surveys (MS) and One Time Inspections (OTI)
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FAI is applicable to a pre selected number of parts established by Quality 
Assurance and/or Buyer/Customer stated contract requirements, and performed on:
• Detail parts determined to be significant in accordance with existing 
skills/technology levels.
• Major components and assemblies to be delivered as contract end items.
• All Interchangeable/Replaceable parts.
• Designated registered components.
• Fatigue and Fracture Critical detail parts.
• Any machined dimension produced by numerical control process.
7.1. First Article Inspection (FAI)
the:
The FAI is also performed where major changes are made in a program such as in
• Tooling,
• Test Equipment,
• Machines,
• Location in plant (or plant),
• Regulations,
• Methods,
• Personnel,
• Source o f Processing (in or outside the plant).
Non conformances found during FAI which are deemed minor and immediate 
corrective action can clear the problem, will be acceptable. Other non conformances which 
are major in nature or critical, will automatically cancel the FAI requiring a new FAI on the 
next production lot after corrections have been made.
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7.2. Transfer of Open Tasks
The fact that F-16 aircraft are internationally manufactured air vehicles demands, a 
multinational plan for task transfer be prepared to assure positive control of configuration 
o f components manufactured by formal installation planning, and details and 
subassemblies.
ITL and NOEC are used for transfer of work between Co-producers. Each 
manufacturer is responsible for initiation, flow and documentation of planning for each type 
version/unit number within Co-producer manufacturing responsibhity, and for notifying the 
receiver of rework requirements. 'Fhese responsibilities continue up to the point of aircraft 
final acceptance.
7.3. Material Surveys and One Time Inspections
Material Sinveys are issued to locate, inspect and disposition suspect material/parts 
wliicli are not installed in, or identified to a specific aircraft. Tlie Material Survey System 
includes the siuvey o f all affected raw material, detail parts and sub-assemblies, both 
purchased and/or sliop made at GDFW, TAI and other Co-producer's facility. Tlirough the 
Material Survey System, material with like discrepancies is purged fi-om the warehouse 
stores, line-using-stock and tlie in-process work cycle and is subjected to die necessary re­
inspection and rejection as appropriate.
One Time Inspections ^ e  issued to hispect and disposition suspect installations 
within production aircraft or aircraft components having an assigned SWBS number and 
controlled by Operation Inspection Log (OIL).
This procedure is applicable only to aircraft in the production work cycle up to the 
point o f delivery.
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The OTI survey operation, as authorized by the Buyer, Will be the official 
document defining the task and will not require the issuance o f an Incomplete Task Log 
(ITL) by either GDFW or any Co-producer. TAI shall log authorized OTIs against the 
affected aircraft in the work cycle.
TAI is responsible for supporting GDFW and all Co-produccrs in the performance 
and accomplisliment o f Material Surveys/One Time Inspections installed by them or by 
TAI, in accordance with the prescribed channels.
8. Aircraft Acceptance/Dellvery
Acceptance of TAI produced aircraft are accomplished as follows:
* TAI's pilot conducts required flight and air worthiness tests to assure that each 
aircraft meets specification and contract requirements.
* Buyer's QA monitors TAI's acceptance and flight testing results, assures 
correction o f any deficiencies and executes Buyer final inspection and acceptance o f each 
aircraft.
• Buyer's QA presents the aircraft to the USG or their authorized agent for flight 
acceptance.
* The USG or their authorized agent conducts such acceptance and flight te,sts as 
necessary to ascertain conformance to contract and specification requirement.
• Upon acceptance, the USG or their authorized agent presents the aircraft for 
delivery to the Ministry o f Defense representative o f the GOT who will conduct the final 
ferry flight o f the aircraft to its base.
• Specific instructions, forms and delivery documentation are used for aircraft 
delivery.
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APPENDIX D
ORGANIZATIONS
1. MANAGEMENT ORGANIZATION
1,0
c»
2. QA ORGANIZATION
REPORTS TO 1-0
OS
LA
5-0
3. ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES OF QUALITY ASSURANCE
3.1. QA Systems M anagem ent O rganizational Responsibilities
3.1.1. MRB/CA C enter
Non conforming Material
- Review
- Coordinate
- Dispose
- Follow the Result
- Identify Root Causes
Corrective Action
- Coordinate
- Follow Completeness
- Verify Effectiveness
- Prevent Recurrence
Material Review Board Functions
- Coordinate 
-Inform
- Administer
- Dispose
Corrective Action Board Fimctions
- Coordinate 
-Inform
- Administer
- Ensure Corrective Actions
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3.1.2. Quality Data & Information Center
QAR Processing
- Control o f QAR Processing
- Input to Computer
- Interpret QAR Data
Computer Activities
- Terminal Inquires
- Software Control
Report o f Activities
- QAR Transactions
- Rejections
- Corrective Data
- Miscellaneous Transactions
Management Information
- Collect, Analyze Data on Discrepancies
- Report Trends
- Perform Cost Analyses
- Develop Statistical Methods
3.1.3. PCV/Trace/Records
Configuration Verification
- Input Modifications to EDRR & CVS
- Input PACOR to CVS
- Input Installation Cards, Green Cards to CVS
- Input ITL, OTI to CVS
- Track & Verification o f Configuration System
- Configiuation Audits at Final Assembly Work Centers
- Certification o f Configuration
- Prepare Aircraft Delivery Document
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Material Surveys
- Coordinate
- Process
- Report
One Time Inspections
- Coordinate
- Process
- Report
Employee Certification Program
- Coordinate
- Keep Current Register
" Issue Certification Cards
- Issue Store Stamps
- Keep Register of Stamps
Data Depository
- Distribute, Store, Update Specifications
- Print, Distribute, Store QA Forms, Tags, Labels
Records
- Track, Store all Aircraft Docmnents
- Administer Arcliive Functions
3.1.4. Measurement Control
Calibration System
- Maintain Calibrated Laboratory Equipment, Necessary 
Calibration Documents, Adequate Environment Conditions
- Calibrate Factory Test and Measurement Equipment
- Calibrate Laboratory Standards by Primary Standards
- Have Primary Standards be Calibrated at PMEL
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- Provide Adequate Recall System
- Make Necessary Repairs of TME
- Perform Calibration Labeling
- Keep Current and Historical Records o f Calibrated Equipment
- Administer Calibration Data Flow System
3.2. Fabrication QA Management Organizational Responsibilities
3.2.1. Tool &  M achined P art Inspection
3.2.1.1. Tool
• Control Tool
- Receiving Inspection
- Keeping and Control of Their Handling
• Production Tool Inspection
- In process Inspection
- Acceptance Inspection
- Rework-Repair Inspection
- Re-verification
Trial Runs 
Proof Loads
► Preparation and Implementation o f Tool Plan and Issue o f Tool Inspection Status 
Report
• Coordination in Preparation o f Tool Re-verification Check Sheets 
' Perisliable Tool Receiving Inspection
Tool Grinding Inspection
Receiving Inspection O f MSE, Control on Their Keeping & Handling
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3.2.1.2. Machined Parts
• Conventional Machined Part Inspection
• NC Machined Part Inspection
• FAI; Planning & Implementation
• FAI of Castings and Forgings
• Measurement and Implementation of Sample Parts/Components for Production 
Equipment Validation
3.2.2. Procurem ent QA
Assuring Quality of Procured Materials, Parts, Components for End Product, Support 
Kits & Spares
Receiving Inspection and Functional Test in all Incoming Materials Including GFAE
Shipping Inspection on all Aircraft Loose Equipment, and TAI Manufactured 
Components, End Items
Material Surveys
Procurement Quality Assurance
- QA Requirements to Procurement
- Inclusions Quality Requirements in Purchase Documents and OPOS
- Assisting Procurement in Evaluation and Selection o f Suppliers
- Review, Coordinate, Approve Supplier QA Program Plan
- Source Control and FAI at Supplier Facility
- Supplier Rating and Audit
- Supplier Survey
- Purchase Document Review for QA Requirements
- Investigate and Resolve Buyer's Quality Complaints on Materials and Services 
Procured From Outside Sources
- Analyzing the Corrective Action for Supplier Responsible 
QualityAVorkmanship Items
- Seeking and Implementations New Inspection Methods for Improving Efficiency 
and Productivity
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3.2.3. Process Control
Establishing & Implementation o f NDT Systems
- Penetrant
- Mag Particle
- Ultrasonic
-  E d d y -C itm siit
- X-Ray
Performing Chemical and Metallurgical Tests in the Laboratory
Preparation o f Process Standards, NDTs
Approval, Issuance and Controlling o f TDSs, IRPs
Examining and Qualifying Inspection Personnel on NDT Welding, Grinding
Certification o f Required Processes and Processing Equipment
Monitoring Process Tanks Maintenance and Recharging
Monitoring Industrial Waste Collection, Disposal and Treatment
Monitoring and Controlling o f Sealants and Adhesives Distributions and Utilization
Audit and Survey over Manufacturing and Inspection Processes
Controlling o f Safety Parts
Coordination in Seeking and Implementation o f New Technology Items, New Methods 
to Improve Efficiency and Productivity
On Scene Coordination of Spill Team at TAI
Planning and Work Instructions Reviews
Preparation o f Inspection Sheets
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3.2.4. Fabrication/NDI Inspection
Performing Following NDIs
- X-Ray
- Liquid Penetrant; Portable, Stationary
- Ultrasonic
- Magnetic Particle
- Eddy-Current
Quality Control and Inspection in the Following Fabrication Areas
- Tubing
- Rivets
- Welding
- Upholstery
- Silk Screen
- First Cut
- Sheet Metal; Small Parts, Large Parts, I/R Panels
- Composite and Metal Bonded Parts
Quality Control and Inspection in tire Following Processing Areas
- Bnish & Chemical Film
- Anodizing
- Chemical Etching
- Plating 
-A ging
- Forming
- Heat Treating
- Solid and Film Lubricants
- Painting; Small Parts, Components, Aircraft
- Other Chemical/Metallurgical Processes
FAI on Sheet Metal Parts
I/R Demonstrations
Planning and Work Instruction Review
Preparation o f TDSs
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• Design and Request IRPs
• Preparation o f Inspection Sheets
3,3. QA Assembly/Field Operations Management Organizational Responsibilities
3.3.1. QA suDassemniy/Harness
PlanningAVork Instructions Review 
Develop Inspection criteria 
Compliance W ith Contract and TAI QA Policy 
QA Documentation Records and Reporting
Product Discipline (PD)/Foreign Object Damage (FOD)/Safety Requirements 
Corrective Actions
Investigation and Analysis o f Quality Problems 
Configuration Verification 
GFAE/GFP Monitoring 
FAI Plan, Schedule and Performance 
Perform Subassembly/Hamess Inspections 
I/R Demonstration Verification
3-3.2. QA Component Assembly
PlanningAVork Instructions Review 
Develop Inspection Criteria
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Compliance W ith Contract and TAI QA Policy 
QA Documentation Records and Reporting 
PD/FOD/Safety Requirements 
Corrective Actions
Investigation and Analysis of Quality Problems
Configuration Verification
GFAE/GFP Monitoring
FAI Plan, Schedule and Performance
Discrepancy Feedback System Monitoring
Perform Sub Components & Component Inspection
I/R Demonstration Verification
3.3.3. QA Final Assembly
PlanningAVork Instructions Review 
Develop Inspection Criteria 
Compliance W ith Contract and TAI QA Policy 
QA Documentation Records and Reporting 
PD/FOD/Safety Requirements 
Corrective Actions
Investigation and Analysis of Quality Problems 
Configuration Verification
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GFAE/GFP Monitoring 
FAI Plan, Schedule and Performance 
Discrepancy Feedback System Monitoring 
Perform MATE & Final Assembly Inspection
I /R  r>omoiu5itraticfii V o rifio atio « .
OTI Performance
Aircraft Functional Test Verification 
Weight Control
3.3.4. Field O perations
Platming/Work Instructions Review 
PD/FOD/Safety Monitoring 
Corrective Actions 
Develop Quality Criteria 
Compliance W itli Contract and TAIQA Policy 
QA Documentation and Records and Reporting 
Perform OTI
Service Bulletin Work Verification 
Aged Equipment Inspection/Control 
Aircraft Rmctional Tests 
Engine Monitoring
Joint Oil Analysis Laboratory Program
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Aircraft Flight Certification
Briefing/Debriefing
Pre-Post-Tlirough Fligiit Requirements
Aircraft Documentation and Delivery
Coordination witli Customer QA Agencies
Investigation and Analysis of QA Problems
Discrepancy Feedback Systems Monitoring
Aircraft Incident & Accident Investigation & Reporting
Mobil Aircraft Support Equipment (MASE)/Aerospace Groimd Equipment (AGE) 
Inspections
GFP Monitoring
Contract End Item Inspection
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APPENDIX E
THE SUMMARY OF THE QUALITY PROGRAM PLANS
1. Quality Program Management
1.1. Organization
The organizational stnicture o f TAI which administer QA functions is depicted in 
Appendix C.
1.2. Quality Program Assessment
The status and adequacy o f the quality program will be subject to regular review by 
management through the analysis o f quality performance, cost and trend data derived from 
inspection and test records and the systematic audit of procedures, personnel and operations 
implementing the quality program. Management actions to improve performance and 
implement effective corrective action to assure compliance in all areas of contract 
performance will be initiated. The results o f management reviews will be documented and 
follow up reviews will be accomplished to evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of 
corrective actions.
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1.3. In itial Q uality Planning
During the earliest practical phase of contract performance a complete review of the 
requirements o f the contract will be conducted to identify and make timely provisions for 
the special controls, processes, test equipment, fixtures, tooling and skills required for 
assuring product quality. Tliis initial planning will recognize tire need and provide for 
research, when necessary, to update inspection and test teclmiques, instrumentation, and 
correlation o f inspection and test results with manufacturing methods and processes.
Initial quality planning for the program will include the activities such activity as 
the identification and scheduling of special process / non destructive test (NDT) 
certifications, first article inspection (FAI) of fatigue and fractine critical parts (F/FC), 
interchangeability/replaceability (I/R) demonstrations, training and certification of 
personnel. In addition, a positive system to satisfy the traceability requirements for fatigue 
and fracture critical parts and registered component as well as product configuration change 
verification requirements will be implemented.
1.4. T raining
Tlie established training program will be maintauied to assure proficiency of 
personnel whose functions affect tlie qxiality program requirements. Training requirements 
will be commensurate with the skill levels required. Areas of specialized activities that 
require additional or continual updating o f personnel skill levels will be identified. Tlie 
system will provide for tlie maintenance o f training records and will include provisions for 
the periodic assessment o f training needs and tlie adequacy o f the training program.
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1.5. Certification
The established employee certification program will be maintained to assure the 
proficiency o f personnel responsible for manufacturing, inspection and test operations 
and/or the operation o f manufacturing, inspection or test equipment that require special 
skills. The program identifies teclmiques requiring certification, the certification authority, 
the designated effectivity period and the re-certification method. The progrzim will assure 
that re-cerfification is required when results o f inspection and audits indicate the need or 
when personnel have not performed the work for a specified period of time or a change in 
manufacturing, inspection or test teclmiques wliich require different skills prior to 
expiration of the effectivity period.
1.6. Work Instructions
All work affecting quality (including such tilings as purchasing, handling, 
machining, processing, fabricatmg, inspection, testing, modification, and any other 
treatment of tlie product, facilities, standards, or equipment from the ordering o f materials 
to the delivery o f the aircraft) will be prescribed in clear and complete documented 
instructions o f a type appropriate to the work being performed. Work instructions will 
provide the criteria for performing tlie work functions and will be compatible with 
acceptance criteria for workmanship. Work instructions will be continually reviewed to 
assure that they provide accurate, complete and current instructions. Work instructions will 
be readily available in all work areas, and will be used to supervise and manage work 
performance as well as to accomplish the defined task.
TAI standard Practices related witli QA are listed in tire Bibliography section. Hie 
list o f QA Department Instructions is given in Attachment 1 o f tliis Appendix. NDT 
standards wluch are in use at TAI is listed in Attachment 2 o f this Appendix.
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1.7. Records
TAI will initiate and maintain complete and reliable records or data essential to the 
economical and effective operation of tlie quality program. These records will provide 
objective evidence of quality and conformance to requirements in all areas of contract 
performance. Inspection and test records will as a iiiinimum indicate tlie nature and number 
o f observations made as well as the niunber and type of deficiencies found. Records for 
monitoring work performance as well as inspection and testing will indicate the 
acceptability o f work or products and the action taken in connection with deficiencies. 
Tliese records will be analyzed and used by management to evaluate and improve quality as 
required.
The system for records will assure the traceability o f F/FC parts and registered 
components and establish the integrity o f tiie product configuration verification and 
corrective action systems. All manufacturing, inspection and test records will be 
maintained and stored for a period of four years after completion or termination of the 
Contract. All such records will be made available to the Buyer and/or Government upon 
request.
1.8. Non Conforming Material Documentation
Records o f all non conforming material, dispositions, assignable causes, corrective 
actions and effectiveness o f corrective actions will be maintained by TAI. The records will 
be organized to permit efficient retrieval for summarization of non conformance data, 
knowledge o f previous dispositions and corrective monitoring.
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1.9. Summarization of Non Conformance Data
Non conformance data will be recorded to enable summarization o f the quantity of 
non conforming items, the number of recurrence, cause determinations, corrective actions, 
dispositioiLS and costs related to each type o f disposition. This data will be summarized 
and maintained for use by the Corrective Action Board (CAB) to determine the need for and 
effectiveness o f corrective actions. As a iriiiiimuni, the following data will be included;
• Rework costs for MRB rework dispositions
• Scrap costs
• Repair costs
• Corrective action status
• Number and type o f dispositions
• Number and type o f recurrence
This data will be complied into a Quality Performance Measurement Report and 
submitted to the affected TAI management and the Buyer local QA Management on a 
monthly basis.
1.10. Corrective Action
An effective system to promptly detect and correct assignable conditions adverse to 
quality will be implemented. Design, purchasing, manufacturing, testing, or other 
operations which would result in or have resulted in defective supplies, services, facilities 
or standards, or other elements o f contract perfonnance wliich could create losses or have an 
adverse impact on costs will be identified and changed. The corrective action system will 
include as a mhiimum analysis o f data and examination o f the product scrapped or 
reworked to determine extent and cause; the analysis o f trends in processes or performance
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of work to prevent non conformances; and the implementation of required improvements 
and corrections.
1.11. Process Control
Process control techniques will be used when appropriate to determine the need for 
and effectiveness of corrective actions. The techniques will be established statistically and 
be based upon the documented history of the process capability. Standards will be 
developed to control non conformances not requiring individual corrective action. The 
standards will specify the level of non conformance permissible before corrective action 
must be taken, describe the criteria for determining that level; and provide for the 
aceumulation and maintenance of data for monitoring processes and obtaining corrective 
actions as dictated by collective analysis, trend reviews or other acceptable means. Such 
standards will be subject to review and approval by the Buyer and the Government.
1.12. Cost Related to Quality
Quality cost data will be maintained and used as a management element o f the 
quality program. This data will serve the purpose of identifying the cost of the prevention, 
detection and correction o f non conforming materials. The collection o f costs pertaining to 
non conforming material will include the following as a minimum:
• If reworked, as a result o f a MRB disposition, the cost associated with the
rework.
• If scrapped, the cost to replace the item.
• If repaired, the cost associated with the repair.
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2. Facilities and Standards
2.1. Draw ings, Docum entation and Changes
Design drawings, specifications and changes tliereto will be controlled to assure 
that only current and complete design documentation is used during manufacture, inspection 
and test. Tlie controls will assure that changes are incorporated at their established 
effectivity point and that manufacturing, inspection and test records reflect the 
accomplishment o f the design cliange. Supplemental documentation such as operation 
sequence planning, process standards/specifications, work instructions and inspection and 
test instructions relating to a particular design will be reviewed for currentness and 
completeness prior to issue and use. The controls will assure tlmt obsolete design, 
manufactiure, inspection and test documentation is removed from all points of issue and use.
2.2. Measuring and Test Equipment
Gages and other measuring and testing devices necessary to assure that supplies 
conform to technical requirements will be provided and maintained by TAI. These devices 
will be calibrated against certified measurement standards which have known valid 
relationships to national or international standards, or derived from accepted values of 
natural physical constants, or derived from the ratio type o f self calibration techniques at 
established intervals to assure continued accuracy. The system will assure that inspection 
and test equipment is adjusted, repaired or replaced before it becomes inaccurate.
2.3. Production Tooling Used as a Media of Inspection
Production jigs, fixtures, tooling, templates, patterns and other such devices used as 
a media o f inspection will be approved for accuracy prior to release for use. These devices
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will be proved again for accuracy at intervals formally established in a manner to cause 
their timely adjustment, repair or replacement prior to becoming inacciuate.
3, Control of Purchases
During die earliest practical pliase o f contract performance and prior to production 
and award o f subcontracts, TAI will establish and implement a program wliicli, in 
consonance witli applicable teclmicaJ and administrative requirements, will assiu^ effective 
control over the quality o f ail products, processes and services procured in support o f prime 
contracts.
3.1. Types of Purchases
The supplier quality assurance program will apply to all purchases in support of 
prime contracts that are either Group I or Group II as defined in MIL-STD-1535. The 
requirements for subcontractor support to TAI will be contained in documents identified as 
purchase orders, purchase request, and other similar terms.
3.2. Selection of Supplier
Prior to issuance o f purcliase document the capability o f a prospective supplier, 
whether existing or new, to provide the required product or services in accordance with 
contractual requirements, will be determined. A pre-award quality system survey o f each 
prospective new supplier o f Group I procurements will be perfonned. The result o f each 
pre-award survey wül be documented for reference and serve as a basis for corrective action 
as required.
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Each active supplier o f Group I prociuements will be subject to a periodic review at 
specific intervals to determine the need for re-audit or re-smvey.
3.3, Supplier R ating
A supplier rating system will rate each supplier for his quality of performance for 
each type of commodity/product being procured. Applicable inspection and test results, 
when available, from sources such as supplier responsible line rejects and field personnel as 
well as receiving inspection will be considered in the system. The system will yield the 
necessary basic data to provide visibility of supplier quality performance and trends. This 
data will be periodically updated to reflect current supplier ratings.
llie  supplier quality rating system will provide adequate separation and 
identification o f suppliers having a satisfactory rating from those having other than a 
satisfactory or acceptable rating. The rating will be predicated on a history of quality 
performance.
3.4. Purchasing D ata and Document E valuations
As early as possible in tlie procurement cycle, purcliase dociunents will be subject 
to review to assure tliat applicable quality/contractual requirements for compliance by tlie 
supplier are included or referenced therein. This activity will include coordination with tlie 
Government representative relative to government source inspection requirements.
An evaluation o f piurchase documentation will be accomplished to assine that an 
adequate description, appropriate for tlie supplies or services to be provided, is included in 
the documentatioiL The evaluation will assure instructions pertaining to such requirements
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as manufacturing, inspection/test, materials, qualification testing, non destnictive test and 
control o f registered components are included in the purchase docmnents.
3.5. Control at Supplier's Facility
TAI is responsible for assuring that all supplies and services procured from a 
sxipplier conform to contractual requirements. Execution of this responsibility may require 
the assignment of TAI quality personnel to a supplier's facility. The extent of involvement 
at a supplier's facility will depend on the capability to conform to specified requirements. 
Group I procurements will be given primary consideration for the assignment of quality 
assurance personnel at the supplier's facility.
Registeretl components, will be subject to strict processing controls whether 
produced at TAI or at an outside source. When a registered component is purchased, the 
supplier will be required to document in detail the critical methods and processes that wül 
be used. These methods and processes must be submitted for analysis and acceptance by 
TAI.
ITie parts, components, assemblies or systems identified as "Registered 
Components" in the contract or statement o f work will be controlled in accordance with 
General Dynamics' specification QCS-340, Control o f Registered Components.
Documented procedxires for the control o f these items will be submitted to the Buyer 
for approval prior to their implementation.
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3.6. Receipt of Procured Supplies 
3-6-1. Receiving Inspection
Supplies and services procured by outside sources for incorporation to the contract 
end item, will be subject to inspection at the time of receipt prior to further processing or 
shipment to another location.
The inspections and tests will be designed to utilize the objective quality evidence 
submitted by the supplier and to assure conformance to the requirements o f the purchase 
document. In addition to verifying that the supplies and services comply with the 
requirements of the purchase document, the supplies and services will also be verified 
against the latest applicable engineering changes.
3.6.2. Discrepancy Reporting
Non conforming material will be identified and processed in accordance witli tliis 
p lan  The supplier will be notified o f tlie receipt o f non conforming material and corrective 
action will be accomplished. A copy o f each report will be made available to the Bityer 
and/or Government QA representative.
Material received that conforms to the requirements o f the purchase document, but 
fails to conform to the latest applicable engineering revision, will be placed in "hold status" 
pending notification to Engineering and Prociuement for consideration o f revising the 
requirements o f the purchase document. Subsequent processing o f the material, if non 
conforming, will be accomplished in accordance witli tliis plan.
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4.1. Materials and Materials Control
As stated elsewhere in this plan, the scope of this program at TAI does not include 
the procurement o f materials for use in the deliverable end item. However, in anticipation 
of fiiture business and as required by the contract, TAI will develop a receiving inspection 
capability that is responsive to paragraph 6.1 of MIL-Q-9858.
Supplier's materials and products will be subject to inspection upon receipt to tlie 
extent necessary to assure conformance to tecimical requirements. Receiving inspection 
will be adjusted upon the bases o f tlie QA program exercised by suppliers. Evidence o f a 
supplier's satisfactory control of quality will be used to adjust tlie amount and kind of 
receiving inspection.
The conformance o f raw materials used in fabrication or processing o f products to 
applicable physical, chemical and other technical requirements will be determined upon 
request.
Laboratory testing will be employed as necessary to assure conformance. Raw 
material awaiting testing will be separately identified or segregated fi-om material that has 
been tested and approved. Material tested and approved will be identified as sucli, and tire 
identification will be mahitained until such tüne as it is obliterated by processing. Controls 
will be established to prevent Üıe üıadvertent use o f materials failing to pass tests.
Suppliers will be required to exercise equivalent control o f the raw materials 
utilized Ü1 the production o f parts and items they supply to TAI.
4. Manufacturing Control
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4.2. Production Processing and Fabrication
Production operations o f any type together with all processing and fabrication will 
be accomplished under controlled conditions. Controlled conditions include documented 
work instructions, adequate production and processing equipment and any special work 
environment. Documented work instructions will provide the criteria for much of the 
production, processing, and fabrication work and include or refer the standards for 
acceptable and/or unacceptable workmanship. Production processing, fabrication, and 
assembly operations will be monitored as an element of the corrective action program and 
corrected when they fail to achieve specified product quality levels.
Physical examination, and/or tests of the materials and items processed will be 
accomplished tor each work operation under controlled conditions. If physical inspection of 
processed material is not feasible, indirect control by monitoring processing methods, 
equipment and personnel will be exercised. Both physical inspection and process 
monitoring will be accomplished when control is inadequate without both, or when the 
contract or specification requires both. ·
Inspection and monitoring o f processed material and items will be accomplished in 
a systematic manner. Methods o f inspection and monitoring will be corrected when 
evidence indicates they fail to accomplish their intended objective. Adherence to prescribed 
methods for inspection and monitoring will be complete and continuous. Corrective 
measures will be taken when noncompliance occurs.
Criteria for acceptance and rejection will be provided for all inspection of product 
and monitoring o f methods, equipment and personnel. Acceptable and rejected material 
will be positively identified.
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4.2.1. Special Processes
Metallurgical and chemical processing will be accomplished under controlled 
conditions in accordance with exact work instructions.
Processes, equipment, and personnel will be subject to strict qualification and/or 
certification requirements and re-qualification/re-certification will be required as conditions 
dictate. Metallurgical and chemical process verifications will assure consistent compliance 
to engineering drawing and specification requirements.
4.2.2. Non D estnictive Testing (NDT)
Non destructive testing of materials and products will be accomplished in 
accordance with complete and concise work instructions such as Non Destructive Test 
Standards (NDTS) and Technique Data Sheets (TDS). The work instructions will specify 
the exact criteria for acceptance or rejection of the product. Personnel performing NDT are 
subject to strict certification and re-certification requirements as defined in MIL-STD-410.
TATs NDT methods which have been already approved by the Buyer are listed in 
Attachment 2.
4.2.3. Fatigue and F ractu re C ritical (F/FC) (if any)
Manufacturing, inspection and test o f F/FC parts will be accomplished in full 
compliance with CD’s document 16-PP-159. All work instructions, NDTS and TDS 
pCTtaining to F/FC parts will be submitted for review and approval by the Buyer. Revision 
to these controls will not take place without prior approval by the Buyer. Work instructions 
pertaining to F/FC parts will provide suitable means to document the required traceability 
information and assure all required characteristics have been verified.
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A system for providing traceability data from material source through processing to 
installation will be established and maintained.
4.2.4. Registered Com ponents
The processing of registered components at TAI will be accomplished in full 
compliance with GD's specification QCS-340. All work instructions detailing the critical 
methods and processes that will be used will be submitted to the Buyer for analysis and 
acceptance. Revisions to any of the defined controls will not take place until the revision 
has been accepted by the Buyer. Work instructions for registered components will provide 
suitable means for recording the required traceability data and assuring all required 
characteristics have been verified.
4.2.5. Interchangeability/R eplaceability (I/R)
TAI will develop, implement and maintain an I/R program that is responsive to the 
I/R Program Requirements on 16-PP-026 (MN) for the I/R parts listed in 16-PP-lOO.
4.2.6. F irst A rticle Inspection (FAI)
FAI will be accomplished on all F/FC parts, registered components, I/R parts, NC 
macliined Parts and deliverable end items. FAI will assure that work sequencing, work 
instructions, material processing, fabrication and assembly systems and controls, tooling 
and fixtures, inspection operations, measuring and test equipment and personnel proficiency 
levels will produce a part or product in full compliance with engineering drawing and 
specification requirements.
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As required by the contract the Buyer's local QA representative will be invited to 
participate in or witness all FAI activity. TAI will provide written notification to the 
Buyer's QA Representative at least five working days prior to the scheduled FAI so that he 
may plan to witness or participate in all FAI.
4.2.7. Identification and Marking
TAI will develop and implement a procedure for identification and marking of F-16 
parts and components that is based on GD's document FPS-3008. The procedure will 
assure the proper identification and marking of F-16 parts at the locations specified on the 
engineering drawings using the marking methods specified and the qualified marking 
materials.
4.2.8. Serialization and Serial Number Recording
For parts where traceability is a requirement, such as F/FC parts or registered 
components, traceability will be maintained from the raw material supplier through all 
stages o f manufacture including delivery. Specific materials, parts, and components will be 
identifiable to specific sources as well as to specific processing and manufacturing 
operations and will retain this traceability identified through delivery.
TAI will develop, implement, and maintain a serial number system to support tlie F- 
16 program traceability requirements. Traceability records will be maintained in such a 
manner tliat part numbers can be related to all significant events o f raw material processing, 
fabrication, assembly and inspection operations.
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Assembly inspection will include the verification of work accomplished in the 
electrical harness fabrication area, subassembly, components, aircraft matmg, primary 
assembly installations, aircraft systems operation and final assembly. Verification activity 
will include alignment and fit of parts in fixtures used as a media o f inspection, major 
.structural, component installations, fuel tank sealing operations, .sy.stems component 
installations, witnessing functional and pres.sure tests, identification o f configuration items 
for historical record verification, identification o f serialized components and F/FC items for 
time replacement or traceability, verification of hi.storical record reports and the 
performance o f foreign object and area clean-up inspections.
4.3. Com pleted Item  Inspection and Test
Final inspection and test of completed products will be accomplished by TAI. 
Testing will provide a measure of the overall quality of the completed product and will be 
performed such tliat it simulates, to a sufficient degree, product and use and functioning. 
Such simulation may involve appropriate life and endurance tests and qualification testing. 
Final inspection and testing instructions will provide for tlie reporting of any unusual 
difficulties, deficiencies, or questionable conditions. Wlien modifications, repairs, or 
replacements are required doing or after final inspection and testing, re-inspection and/or 
re-testing o f any cliaracteristic affected will be accomplished.
4.3.1. Aircraft Final Assembly Inspection
Completed item inspection and testing m final assembly will be performed in 
accordance with authorized work instructions. These inspections and tests will be designed 
to confirm that the integrity of previously accepted operations has not been compromised
4.2.9. Assembly Inspection
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and that the electrical, hydraulic, flight controls and other systems are functionally 
integrated into the aircraft prior to release for field and flight operations.
Subsequent to completion o f all installation and functional operations scheduled as 
factory tasks, a final inspection o f the aircraft will be performed. Final acceptance 
procedures will identify those areas tliat were mspected and closed on a progressive basis at 
earlier points in tlie manufacturing process. Any modification, repair, or replacement after 
final inspection will require inspection and/or re-test of the affected characteristics.
4.3.2. Aircraft Systems Operations, Flight Preparation and Flight Operations 
Inspections
Field operations inspection will accomplish all required inspections during aircraft 
systems operations, fliglit preparation and post fiiglit to assure tlie compatible interface of 
aircraft systems in a flight enviromnent. These inspections will be designed and sequenced 
to assure contract specifications are met.
4.3.3, Aircraft Final Acceptance
Each aircraft status of completion will be verified by assuring that all planned tasks 
are completed, all applicable engineering changes have been incorporated, all material 
review tasks are disposed and completed, all QA reports are completed and a progressive 
physical inspection of the individual aircraft areas is accomplished. Certifications of 
aircraft completion will be progressively accomplished and submitted to the GD 
international QA representative and the DCMAO QA representative on an individual area 
basis. It is anticipated that acceptance of aircraft produced by TAI will be accomplished in 
the following manner. A qualified TAI pilot will conduct the required flight and air
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worthiness tests to assure that each aircraft meets specification and contract requirements. 
GD Local QA will monitor TAI acceptance and flight testing results to assure correction of 
any anomalies and execute GD final inspection and acceptance of each aircraft.
GD Local QA will present the airplane to the USAF (or their authorized agent) for 
flight acceptance.
The USAF (or their authorized agent) will conduct such acceptance and flight tests, 
as necessary, to ascertain conformance to contract and specifications requirements.
Upon acceptance from GD, the USAF (or tiieir autiiorized agent) will accept the 
airplane for delivery to the concerned Govenunent.
4.4. Handling, Storage and Delivery
Adequate work and inspection iiLstruction for handling, storage, preservation, 
packaging and shipping will be provided to assure the protection o f the quality o f products 
and prevent damage, loss, deterioration or substitution of products. Provisions will be 
made for any necessary protection against deterioration or damage to materials or products 
during storage. Adequate controls will be established for the monitoring o f shelf life items 
and age sensitive items. Products subject to deterioration or corrosion during fabrication or 
interim storage will be cleaned and preserved by methods which will protect against such 
det^oration  or corrosion. WTien necessary, packaging will include provisioiLS for critical 
environments within packages such as moisture control levels and gas pressures. When 
such packaging environments must be maintained, packages will be labeled to indicate this 
condition. Shipping will be monitored to assure that shipments are accompanied with the 
required technical and shipping documents.
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4.5. Non Conforming Material
An effective and positive system for the control o f non conforming material, 
inoixwiing procedures for identification, segregation, and disposition has been established 
and will be maintained at TAI. Repair or rework o f non conforming material will be 
performed in accordance with documented procedures acceptable to the Buyer and the 
Government.
All non conforming material will be positively identified to prevent unauthorized 
use, shipment, and intermingling with conforming supplies. TAI will make known to the 
Buyer and the Government, upon request, the data associated with the costs and losses in 
connection with scrap and with rework/repair necessary to reprocess non conforming 
material.
4.5.1. Identification and Segregation
When material is found to be non conforming, it will be conspicuously marked or 
tagged and positively controlled to preclude its use in production. If marking or tagging of 
material is not practical, other means of positive identification such as marking or tagging a 
bag or container will be accomplished. Non conforming material that will require MRB 
action will be moved to a controlled area, designated for storage of non conforming 
ntutpriai unless not practical due to size, configuration, environmental requirements, or 
other conditions approved by the Buyer and the Government. The designated area will be 
protected to preclude unauthorized removal of the non conforming material. The method for 
identifying non conforming material will include provisions to identify the status of the 
material in the disposition process.
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When material is initially found to be non conforming, it will be examined by 
quality personnel, in conjunction with manufacturing and engineering personnel if 
necessary, to determine if  the non conformance can be eliminated by rework to drawing or 
specification by completing incomplete operations or replacement o f discrepant supplies 
with acceptable supplies or require low dollar scrapping of the material.
Non conforming raaterial/parts/components subject to MRB action will not receive 
additional processing or subsequent operations pending formal or final disposition unless 
specifically autliorized in writing by tiie Buyer.
Preliminary review action will not negate the requirement for identification, 
documentation and corrective action associated witli non conformances. It recognizes that 
some non conformances do not warrant referral to the MRB and can be Iiandled more 
economically at the location of initial detection.
4.53. Material Review
TAI wiU perform formal material review on the manufacturing areas and techniques 
where it has been granted authority by a formal administrative letter from the Buyer. At the 
discretion o f the Buyer and the Government, TAI will submit request for MRB authority to 
the Buyer for material review authority for additional areas and tasks containing the 
proposed preliminary review procedures, MRB procedures, corrective action board 
procedures, standard repair/standard disposition procedures based on Contract, material 
survey/OTI/TCTO procedures based on 16-PP-347.
AH non conforming material not disposed by preliminary review will be disposed 
by MRB to scrap, rework, return to supplier, use-as-is and repair. Use-as-is and repair
4.5.2. Preliminary Review Process
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dispositions require Government approval. The major non conformances other than a 
standard repair disposition, require request of waiver in accordance with MIL-STD- 
480/MIL-STD-481.
4.5.4. M aterial Surveys, One Time Inspection Surveys
TAI will implement the requirements and maintain a. control through the established 
system for initiating and responding to Material Surveys, One Time Inspection Siuveys, 
Üiat is responsive to GD's document 16-PP-347. The system will assure tlie timely 
location, inspection and disposition of materials containing, or likely to contain, a common 
discrepancy.
4.6. S tatistical Q uality Control and Analysis
In addition to statistical methods required by the contract, statistical planning, 
analysis, tests and quality control procedures may be utilized whenever such procedures are 
suitable to maintain the required control of quality. Sampling plans may be used when tests 
are destructive, or when the records inherent characteristics of the product, or the non 
critical application o f the product indicate that a reduction in inspection or testing can be 
achieved without jeopardizing quality.
4.7. Indication o f Inspection Status
*
TAI will implement tlie requirements and maintain a control through the established 
system for identifying the inspection status of materials, parts, components, and products. 
Identification wül be accomplished by means o f stamps, tags, routing cards, move tickets, 
tote box cards, or other normal control devices.
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4.7.1. Control of Inspection Stamps
The Issue and use o f inspection/acceptance stamps at TAI will be subject to strict 
controls. Each stamp will carry the impression o f a unique identification number that 
relates directly to the employee to whom it was issued. The design o f the impression may 
be unique to the acceptance o f a specific operation such as physical inspection, non 
destructive te.st, pressure test, heat treat, meclianical or electrical test. Accurate records 
including, as a mmimum, a cross reference of employee name and identification number to a 
specific stamp number, intended use o f stamp and authority o f stamp wül be maintained. 
When the integrity o f a stamp becomes questionable, the authority o f the stamp number will 
be rescinded and remain invalid. A new stamp, with a new number, will be issued to 
replace the suspect stamp. If a stamp is lost, the number will be invalid until such time as it 
is found. When an employee is transferred or terminates employment the stamp must be 
returned and the authority of the stamp will be rescinded. Lost stamps or stamps returned 
due to transfer or termination will not be reissued or reinstated for a period o f sLx months.
5. Coordinated Actions of TAI/Buyer/Govemment
5.1. Government Inspection at SubcontractorA^endor Facilities
TAI recognizes the Government's right to inspect at source supplies or services not 
manufactured or performed at TAI facilities. It is further xmderstood that Government 
inspection wül not constitute acceptance; nor wül it in any way replace TAI inspection or 
otherwise relieve TAI of its responsibüity to furnish an acceptable end item. The purpose 
of this inspection is to assist the Government representative at TAI facüity to determine the 
conformance of supplies or services with contract requirements. Such inspection wül only 
be requested by, or under authorization of the government representative. When
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government inspection at a source is considered necessary and authorized by the 
Government representative, TAI will add the following statement to its pinchase docmnent.
"Government inspection is required prior to shipment from your plant. Upon 
receipt of this order, promptly notify the Government representative who normally services 
your plant so that appropriate planning for Government inspection can be accomplished."
When under autliorization of tire Government representative, copies of tire purchase 
dociunent are to be furnished directly by a subcontractor to Üre Government representative 
at Iris facility rather tlian tlnouglr Govennnent cliaimels. TAI will add the following 
statement to its pinchase document;
"On receipt o f tliis order, promptly fimiish a copy to tlie Government representative 
who normally services yoin plant, or if none, to the nearest Army, Navy, Air Force, or 
Defense Supply Agency inspection office. In the event tlie representative or office cannot 
be located, oin pinclrasing agent should be notified immediately."
All documents and reference data for purcliases applying to a Government contract 
will be made available for review by tlie Government representative to determine 
compliance with Öıe requirements for tire control of such purcliases. Copies of purchase 
dociunents required for Government purposes will be furnished in accordance witli tire 
instructions of tlie Government representative. TAI will make available to tire Government 
representative reports of any non conformances found on Government source inspected 
supplies. TAI will, when requested, require the supplier to coordinate witli liis Government 
representative on corrective action.
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All activities pertaining to Government source inspection of supplies or services at 
a subcontractor or vendor's facility will be accomplished as a normal part of the supplier 
QA program controls.
5.2. Government Property
5.2.1. Government Furnished Material
Material furnished by tlie Government will be subject to specific controls at TAI. 
Included, are examination upon receipt, consistent witli practicability, to detect damage in 
transit; inspection for completeness and proper type; periodic inspection and precautions to 
assure adequate storage conditions and to preclude damage from liandling and deterioration 
during storage; fimctional testing, either prior to or after installation, or botli, as required by 
tlie contract to determine satisfactory operation; identification and protection from improper 
use or disposition; and verification of quantity.
5.2.2. Damaged Government Furnished Material
TAI will report to tlie Government representative any Government furnished 
material found damaged, raalllmctioning or otlierwise unsuitable for use. In the event of 
damage or raalflmctioning during or after installation, TAI will determine and record the 
probable cause and necessity for witliholding material from use.
5.2.3. Bailed Property
TAI will, as required by the terms of the Bailment Agreement, provide adequate 
storage, maintenance and inspection of bailed Govemmait property. Records o f all
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inspections and maintenance performed on bailed property will be maintained. The 
procedures and records will be available for review by the Government representative.
5.3. Buyer Furnished Material
Buyer furnished materials will be inspected upon receipt for shipping damage, 
identification and quantity, lire  material will be inspected periodicaliy during storage to 
preclude damage due to handling or deterioration; to assure compliance with re inspection 
requirements and limitations on shelf-life items and to assure identification and protection 
from improper use or disposition.
5.3.1. Buyer/Co-producer Funiished Items
Raw materials, parts, sub-assemblies and components received from the Buyer 
and/or other Co-producers will be subject to a verification inspection upon receipt in 
accordance with GD specification QCS-420.
5.3.2. Fatigue and Fracture Critical Materials, Parts/Assemblles
Receiving inspection o f F/FC raw materials, parts, and assemblies furnished by the
Buyer will be accomplished in fiill compliance with the specific requirements o f GD
specification QCS-400. Each shipment will be inspected to assure it is undamaged and
free o f corrosion and contamination; is the correct type, part number and quantity and the
»
necessary documentation such as certifications and inspection reports, has been included. 
Traceability records will be maintained on all receipts by part number, specification 
number, heat and lot number, serial number and x-ray control niunber, as applicable.
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5.3.3. Buyer/Co-producer Furnished GFAE
Government furnished Aerospace Equipment (GFAE) parts, materials and 
assemblies received from the Buyer or other Co-producers will be inspected upon receipt at 
TAI in accordance with the specific requirements o f GD specification QCS-430.
6. Buyer Audit of Co-producers
TAI recognizes the Buyer's responsibility as prime contractor to audit tlie TAI 
quality systems, procedures, processes, testing methods and products. TAI will 
accommodate and/or assist tlie Buyer representatives in tlie execution of this responsibility 
and respond in a timely maimer to non conforming conditions requiring corrective action.
7, Software Quality Assurance
The scope o f this program at TAI excludes the development or modification of 
mspection and software used as a media of inspection and acceptance. As such, TAI 
responsibilities are limited to the implementation of specific controls for assuring the 
integrity of software configurations/versions furnished by the Buyer.
7.1. Computer Program Library Controls
TAI will implement the requirement and maintain a control of established software 
library, including specific procedures, for the receipt, handling, issue and storage of 
software furnished by the Buyer and maintaining and controlling of software prepared by 
TAI or provided by an outside source other than the Buyer, such as calibration software and 
process control test equipment software. Tlie procedures will assure that different computer 
program versions are accurately identified and documented, that no authorized 
modifications are made and that software issued is the correct version.
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8. Interaal Quality Audit
I'AI QA will establish and maintain an internal quality audit system to 
review and audit periodically the correct and proper implementation of QA requirements 
and set procedmes to have proper and timely corrective actions needed.
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ATTACHMENT 1 of APPENDIX E
QADI LIST
NUMBER ISSUE TITI.E DATE
A - ADMINISTRATIVE
1 . A-OOI XXI QADI INDEX, DISTEUBUHON& 18.08.1992
GDFW REFERENCE LIST
2 . A-002 I ISSUE; REVISION; QADI's 04.12.1990
3. A -lO l III PLANNING REVIEW; FACTORY/FIELD 02.02.1989
OPERAHONS
4. A -102 n  OFFICIAL RESPONSE TO BUYER AND 07.12.1990
CUSTOMER (GOVERNMENT; QA 
CORRESPONDENCE
5 A - n o  I ADV.ANCED METROLOGY REQUIREMENTS 08.11.1985
6 .  A-115 n  QUALITY COSTS; COLLECTING AND 24.11.1989
REPORTING OF
7 .  A-116 HI OPERAHON QUALITY REPORT AND 07.03.1991
CORRECTIVE ACHON SUPPLEMENT
8. A -117 I CONTROL AND ACCOUNTABILHY OF 22.11.1989
OPEN QAR FORMS
+ AMENDMENT A 28.03.1990
9 .  A-120 n  RE JECHON DOCUMENT (QAR-QUALIIY 04.06.1990
REPORT)
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NUMBER ISSUE TITLE DATE
B - QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS
10. B-101 I QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS 23.05.1985
Π.Β-102 I STORAGE AND DESTRUCTION OF 
QUALITY ASSURANCE RECORDS
23.05.1985
12. B-103 Π CONFIGURATION VERIFICATION OF 
ENGINEERING/CHANGES, INCOMPLETE 
TASK LOG TRACKING AND REPORTING
26.09.1988
\
+ .AMENDMENT A 
+ AMENDMENT B
10.11.1988
16.03.1990
13. B-104 Π NON DESTRUCTIVE TEST RECORDS^  
RETENTION OF
13.12.1988
C - RECEIVING INSPECTION
14. C-101 IV RECEIVING INSPECΉON 15.04.1992
15. C-101-1 m FATIGUE AND FRACTURE CRIHCAL 
PART/ASSEMBLIES; RECEIVING INSPECnON
28.01.1992
OF
16. C-101-2 m RAW MATERIALS, PARTS AND/OR 
ASSEMBLY; RECEIVING INSPECTON OF
15.04.1992
17. C-101-3 Π GFAE PARTS/MATERIALS/ASSEMBLIES; 
RECEIVING INSPECΉON OF
03.06.1992
18. C-101-4 m RECEIVING INSPECTON-TRACEABILHY OF 
F/FC MATERIALS
15.04.1992
19. C-101-5 I RECEIVING ΙΝΒΡΕΟΉΟΝ OF FUELS, OILS 
and  TIME SENSITIVE MATERIALS
09.02.1986
20. C-102 m RECEIVING DSfSPECTON fflSTORY RECORDS 29.01.1992
+ AMENDMENT A 02.04.1992
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NUM BER ISSUE TITLE DATE
21.C-103 n RECEIVING INSPECTION OF PROCURED 
PERISHABLE TOOLS
14.08.1986
22. C-104 n PROBLEM NOTIFIC ATION/mSTORY FOLDER 
FLAG
28.01.1992
23. C-105 n SAMPLING INSPECTION PER MBL-STD-105 
RECEIVING INSPECTION
29.06.1992
24. C-106 n BUYER'S HOLD AREA PROCUREMENT QA 03.06.1992
25. C-107 IV CONTROL OF CHEMICALS WIIH EXPIRATION 
DATE
07.05.1991
D - PACKING» PACKAGING AND SHIPM ENTS
26. D-101 n SHIPMENTS·, GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 25.10.1988
27. D-101-3 n DELIVERY AND SHIPPING OF MAJOR 
COMPONENTS/SUB COMPONENTS AND 
DELIVERY DOCUMENTATION
16.06.1992
E - ENGINEERING DOCUMENTS
28. E-101 I ENGINEERING DWGS/DOCS IN MFG AREAS 16.08.1985
29. E-102 I COMPLIANCE WITH CONTRACT QUALITY
requirements
03.09.1985
30. E-103 I QA DRA WINGS/SPECIFICATIONS REVIEW 02.09.1985
F  - SU PPLIER  CONTROL
31.F-101 in SUPPLIER QUALITY REQUIREMENTS- 
ESTABLISHMENT & IMPLEMENTATION OF
10.05.1988
32. F-102 I SUPPLIER RATING SYSTEM 20.08.1985
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33 . F-103 I SUPPLIER EVALUATION AND SELECTION 20.08.1985
3 4 . F-104 I SUPPLIER CONTROL 20.08.1985
G - CORRECTIVE ACTION
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE DATE
35. G-101 m CORRECTIVE ACTION 14.07.1992
36. G-102 IV PRIORITY CORRECTIVE ACTION 10.07.1992
REQUESTS TO GDFW/GDRO
37. G-103 m CORRECTIVE ACTION BOARD SYSTEM 17.07.1992
38 G-104 m RESPONSES TO DISCREPANCY CORRECTIVE 20.02.1991
ACTION REQUESTS/REPORTS
39. G-105 n QA INVESTIGATIVE REPORT 30.01.1989
(TC-TAI-QA-026)
40 G-106 n PRELIMINARY CORRECTIVE ACTION 17.07.1992
ASSESSMENT
41 g-107 I INTERPRETATION OF COMPUTER 18.08.1987
PRINTOUTS FOR QAR FORM
42 G-108 IV THE LOCAL QAR.S, CHANGING, VOIDING, 17.08.1989
CANCELING AND REPLACING OF
43.G-109 V DATA BLOCK ENTRIES FOR TAIQA REPORT 20.03.1991
(LOCAL QAR)
44 G-110 V DOCUMENTING SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (SE)/ 29.11.1988
MANUFACTURING TEST EQUIPMENT (MIE)
RE JECHON ON QAR FORMS
+ AMENDMENT A 27.04.1989
+ AMENDMENT B 20.07.1990
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NUMBER ISSUE TITLE DATE
45.G-111 '’NT-CATEGORY RECORD QAR FOR SUPPLIER 20.10.1987
DOCUMENTATION ANOMALIES DURING
RECEIVING
46.G-112
47.G-113
+ AMENDMENT A
n ENGINEERING CHANGE NOTICE 
INCORPORATED QAR FORMS
15.07.1988
n DOCUMENTINGFOREIGNOBJECTDAMAGE 22.11.1988 
(POD) ON QAR
22.11.1988
48. G-114
49. G-115
50. G-116
51. G-117
52. G-118
53. G-119
54. G-120
55. G-121
56. G-122
57. G-128
n CORRECTIVE ACTION CANDIDATE 15.07.1992
ASSESSMENT
n CORRECTIVE ACTION FLOOR LEVEL 15.02.1990
n CORRECTIVE ACTION OFFICE BASED 15.07.1992
I TAI LOCAL QAR INITIATION & FLOW 14.07.1988
r e q u ir e m e n t s
I DOCUMENTING RECORD TYPE LOCAL QARs 15.07.1988
I DATA VERIFICATION & COMPUTER 14.07.1988
INPUT/INQUIRY
I MANUFACTURING ACCEPTANCE INSPECTION 26.01.1989
QARs: USE OF
+ AMENDMENT A 28.04.1989
I RECORD QAR FOR DOCUMENTING LABOR 26.01.1989
EXPENDITURES FOR ACCOMPLISHING 
TCTOs AND/OR OHs ON AIRCRAFT &
MAJOR COMPONENT LEVEL TASK
I SPLIT QAR; INITIATING & PROCESSING OF 29.06.1989
I MACHINE SHOP DISCREPANCY ACTION 22.03.1989
r e p o r t  (MSDAR)
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NUMBER ISSUE TITLE DATE
58. G-129 I CORRECTIVE & PREVENTIVE ACTION REPORT 18.12.1991 
(COPAR); PROCESSING OF
H - CALIBRATION, MAINTENANCE, CONTROL OF TOOLS, TME, MSE
59. H-101
60. H-101-1
61. H-101-2
62. H-103
63. H-103-1
64. H-104
65. H-105
66. H-106
67. H-106-1
68. H-106-2
69. H-106-3
n c albrah o n  system  policy &
REQUIREMENTS FOR TEST & MEASURING 
EQUIPMENT (TME)
n TfvIE CALmRAUON WORK INSTRUCTIONS
n ELECTRICAL HAND TOOL PERIODIC
CALIBRATION & CERIIFICATION
n CERTIFIED TOOL LIST
I MANUFACTURING SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
(MSE); RECEIVING INSPECTION OF
m TOOL RE INSPECTION PROGRAM
in CONTROL TOOLING PROGRAM
VI INSPECTION REQUIREMENTS FOR SPECIAL 
TOOLING
I PERISHABLE TOOL MANUFACTURED OR 
RECONDmONED AT TAI & OTHER 
SOURCES INSPECTION OF
22.04.1987
02.04.1987
22.04.1987
13.03.1987
11.09.1987
DELETED
28.01.1992
01.11.1990
17.03.1987
70. H-106-4
71.H-107
I SEALING LOCATORS ON PRODUCTION TOOLS 11.09.1987
I "P" CA'IliGORY RECORDS QAR FOR 14.01.1988
DOCUNIENTING THE RE-VERIFICATIONS & 
DISCREPANCIES OF ACCOUNTABLE TOOLS 
AND HARNESS TESTERS
I NC MACHINED PARTS; FAI, TRIAL RUN 11.04.1989
a n d  i n s p e c t i o n  p r o d u c t i o n  p a r t s
I MEASUREMENT CONTROL SOFTWARE 03.09.1985
no
NUMBER ISSUE TITLE DATE
72. H-108
73. H-114
74. H-115
75. H-119
76. H-202
77. H-204
78. H-205
79. H-205-1
80. H-206
81. H-208
82. H-209
83. H-210
84. H-211
85. H-212
86. H-216
n VALIDATION PROCEDURE OF MAJOR 
PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
I FABRICATION SPECMCATIONS & 
VISUAL AIDS
I COMPUTER CONTROLLED COORDINATE 
MEASURING MACHINE
I LOCK BOLD COLLAR SWAGE AND 
CRIMP LOCK NUT GAGES
II
I
DELETED
31.05.1988
07.05.1990
22.03.1989
I CALIBRATION RECORDS AND DATA SYSTEM 17.09.1987
CALIBRATION SYSIBM LABELS, TAGS & 17.09.1987
FORMS; EXAMPLES OF
CALIBRATION INTERVAL CONTROL 14.09.1987
TEMPORARY EXTENSION OF CALIBRATION 17.09.1987
INTERVALS
DIMENSIONAL MEASURING EQUIPMENT, 16.10.1987
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT & TORQUE MEASURING 
EQUIPMENT CALIBRATION OF
SEALING PRODUCTION TEST AND MEASURING 18.09.1987 
EQUIPMENT
CALIBRATION HISTORICAL RECORDS & 18.09.1987
RECALL SYSTEM
CALIBRATION PROCEDURES 25.09.1987
MOBILE AIRCRAFT SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 25.09.1987
(MASE); CALIBRATION OF
CALIBRATION FLOOR BASED EQUIPMENT 25.09.1987
TAGGING CALIBRATION LABORATORY 25.09.1987
EQUIPMENT DUE CALIBRATION
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NUMBER ISSUE TITLE DATE
I - INSPECTION, SERIALIZATION, TRACEABILITY, FOD, SAFETY 
PRODUCT DISCIPLINE
87.1-lOl V FATIGUE AND FRACTURE CONTROL 09.11.1989
88.1-lOl-l I REGISTERED COMPONENT 28.05.1985
89.1-102 m EXECUTING MAIERIAL SURVEYS/OTI 16.09.1991
90.1-103 IV INTERCHANGEABILITY/REPLACEABILITY 24.06.1992
91.1-104 I FOD; CONTROL OF 19.07.1985
92.1-105 n FAI 24.06.1992
93.1-105-1 I DATA BLOCK ENTRIES OF FAI FORMS 08.11.1989
94.1-106 IV NON DESTRUCTIVE STANDARDS (NDTS) 16.01.1990
+ AMENDMENT A 24.06.1992
95.1-107 I TAI INSPECTION EQUIPMENT FOR 
GOVERNMENT USE
08.11.1985
96.1-109 n INSPEC'nON REFERENCE PARTS; CONTROL 
and  HANDLING OF
22.12.1988
97.1-114 n PRODUCT DISCIPLINE; CONTROL OF 03.06.1988
98.1-115 n SAFETY RESPONSIBILmES OF QA 
PERSONNEL
22.01.1991
99.1-116 I MISHAPS (ACCIDENTS/INCIDENTS) 
REPORTING OF
14.11.1985
100.1-117 n TEST IN PROGRESS (TC-TAI-QA-021) 
TAGS; USE OF
14.06.1989
101.1-121 I ELECTRICAL HARNESS FABRICATION; 
INSPECTION OF
12.09.1988
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N U M ER  ISSUE TITLE DATE
102.1- 121-1 I ELECTEUCAL HARNESS BOARD
MANUFACTURING
103.1- 122 I OPERATION INSPECTION LOG (OIL) TYPE
PLANNING
104.1- 123 n INSPECTION CALL SHEET
105.1- 124 n DETAIL PART & ASSEMBLY COMPLETION;
INSPECTION OF
106.1-124-2 ffl
107.1- 124-3
108.1- 124-4
109.1- 124-5
no. 1-125
111.1- 126
112.1- 127
113.1- 128
114.1- 161
RECORDING DATA ON THE SHOP ORDER & 
INSPECTION RECORD COVER SHEET
20.12.1988 
25.11.1985
14.08.1989 
21.12.1988
11.04.1991
n VERIFICATION OF MATERIAL ISSUED FOR 24.05.1991
FABRICATION
n INSPECTION OF DETAIL PARTS/ASSEMBLY 26.06.1989
I INSPECTION AND HANDLING OF ASSEMBLY 22.01.1990
WITH TEMPORARY SHORTAGES AND/OR 
TOOL DELAYS
I MARIONG OF AIRCRAFT PARTS & 03.01.1986
COMPONENTS
V MANDATORY GOVERNMENT INSPECTIONS 18.04.1988
(MGI)
I MASE; MAINTENANCE AND INSPECTION OF 12.05.1987
I AIRCRAFT DELIVERY DOCUMENTATION 27.10.1987
requirements
I ESP HARNESS/PANEL TEST SYSTEM 20.12.1988
+ AMENDMENT A 30.03.1989
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NUMBER ISSUE TITLE DATE
J  - NON CONFORMING MATERIAL
115. J-101 vn CONTROL OF NON CONFORIvONG MATERIAL 09.05.1990
+ AMENDMENT A 21.01.1992
116. J-102 n PRELIMINARY REVIEW SCRAP PROCEDURES 
AND CONTROL
13.01.1988
+ AMENDMENT A 24.03.1989
117. J-103 n IDENTIFICATION & SEGREGATION OF 
NON CONFORMING MATERIAL
12.04.1988
118. J-104 n MRB SCP^ AP PROCEDURE AND CONTROL 07.03.1991
119. J-105 I DIVERTING SCRAP TO TRAINING PROGRAMS/ 
NON-PRODUCnON USE, RECLAIMING SCRAP 
FOR PRODUCTION USE
07.01.1988
120. J-106 I PRELIMINARY REVIEW (PR) 01.04.1988
+ AMENDMENT A 05.12.1990
K - FLIGHT LINE INSPECTION
121.K-101 n JOINT OIL ANALYSIS LABORATORY PROGRAM 26.03.1986
122. K-102 n BREAK OF INSPECTION 21.03.1990
123.K-103 I TRANSFER OF PARTS TO RELIEVE 
CRmCAL SHORTAGES
31.03.1988
124. K-104 I QUALITY CONTROL FLIGHT LINE 
PROCEDURE FOR F-16 AIRCRAFT
28.11.1985
125. K-115 I INSPECTION TEST REQUEST (TTR, 
TAI-QA.007);USEOF
27.05.1988
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NUMBER ISSUE TITLE DATE
L - STATISTICAL CONTROL
126. L-101 I STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL (SQC) 02.09.1985
127. L-111 I AOQL LOT SAMPLING PLAN FOR TAI 16.09.1991
FABRICATON & PROCESSING INSPECTION
128. L-112 n LOT SAMPLING PLAN FOR INSPECTION OF 26.10.1989
NON CRITICAL PURCHASED PERISHABLE 
TOOLS
M - GFP CONTROL
129. M-IOl
130. M-103
I BAILED PROPERTY 14.11.1985
V DISCREPANT GOVERNMENT FURNISHED 22.08.1990
AEROSPACE EQUIPMENT (GFAE)
+ AMENDMENT A 11.07.1991
N-AUDIT
131. N-101 IV QUALITY PROGRAM AUDIT 03.07.1991
P - SERIALIZATION
132. P-101 I SERIALIZATION & SERIAL NUMBER 
RECORDING
12.11.1985
Q - CERTIFICATION
133. Q-101 I CERTIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT &
PROCESSES
17.09.1985
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NUMBER ISSUE TITLE DATE
134. Q-102 n CERTIFICATION OF PERSONNEL 21.11.1988
135. Q-103 I CERTIFICATION PROCEDURE OF PROCESSING 
EQUIPMENT
10.09.1986
R- STAMP» TAQ, LABEL
136. R-101 in QA STAMPS; CONTROL ISSUE & USE OF 21.10.1988
137. R-102 n QA FORMS, TAGS & LABELS 11.03.1991
138. R-105 I SE.ALS; INTEGRITY CONTROL 30.03.1987
139. R-106 I QUALITY CONTROL STOP ORDER 10.05.1989
S-REMNANTS
140. S-IOI n REMNANTS MATERIALS; INSPECTION OF DELETED
U - SOFTWARE CONTROL
141.U-101 m PRODUCTION AND INSPECTION SOFTWARE; 
CONTROL, ISSUE & STORAGE OF
09.04.1990
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ATTACHMENT 2 OF APPENDIX E
TAI NDTSs
NDTS 5102-10 ULTRASONIC THICKNESS MEASUREMENT WITH DELAY 
LINE TRANSDUCER USING PANAMETRICS DIGITAL GAUGE 
MODEL 5223
NDTS T1600
NDTS T1601
PAINT AND PRIMER THICKNESS MEASUREMENT USING 
EDDY-CURRENT TECHNIQUE
EDDY-CURRENT THICKNESS MEASUREMENT USING 
DERMITRON D-1500
NDTST1601-1 PAINT AND PRIMER THICKNESS MEASUREMENT ON F-16 
a ir c r a f t  u s in g  EDDY-CURRENT TECHNIQUE WITH D- 
1500 DERMITRON
NDTS 1601-lT EDDY-CURRENT INSPECTION USING THE ELOTEST B1 
EDDY-CURRENT INSPECTION UNIT
GDFW NDTSs
NDTS 1101 
NDTS 1500
NDTS 1501 
NDTS 1502
PENETRANT INSPECTION
HARDNESS AND CONDUCTIVITY TESTING, 
NON DESTRUCTIVE METHODS FOR VERIFYING 
HEAT TREAT CONDITIONS
HARDNESS TESTING
CONDUCTIVITY TESITNG
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NDTS 1601 
NDTS 1601-5 
NDTS 2101 
NDTS 3101
NDTS 5101 
NDTS 5101-2
NDTS 5101-3
NDTS 5101-4
NDTS 5102
NDTS 5102-9
NDTS 5103
NDTS 5103-6
EDDY-CURRENT TESTING
EDDY-CURRENT INSPECTION USING MAGNA FLUX ED 530 
MAGNETIC PARTICLE INSPECTION
RADIOGRAPHIC INSPECTION (GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
FOR)
ULTRASONIC INSPECTION OF RAW MATERIALS
LONGITUDINAL CONTACT (HAND HELD) ULTRASONIC 
INSPECTION
SHEAR WAVE CONTACT (HAND HELD) ULTRASONIC 
INSPECTION
RALEIGH (SURFACE WAVE, HAND HELD) ULTRASONIC 
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC MEASUREMENT OF MACHINED AND 
FINISHEDPART
ULTRASONIC THICKNESS MEASUREMENT USING 
NOVA SCOPE 3000
ULTRASONIC INSPECTION OF BONDED AND COMPOSITE 
PANELS
TAP INSPECTION OF METALLIC AND/OR NON-METALLIC 
STRUCTURES
NT>TS 9111 NITAL ETCH INSPECTION OF STEEL PARTS
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APPENDK  F
L E T T E R  FORW ARDED TO TAI
GENERAL DYNAMICS
Fort W orth Division
P. O. B o x  7 4 8 ,  F o r t  W o rth , Texas 7 6 1 0 1
274-0-90-60 SEP 14, 1990
General Manager
TUSAS HAVACILIK VE UZAY
s a n a y i i, a .s .TUSAS aerospace INDUSTRIES 
(USD)P.O.B. 18 KAVAKLIDERE 
ANKARA, TURKEY, 85
Subject: Statistical Process Control
Dear Sir:
General Dynamics Fort Worth Division (GD/FW) has been actively 
promoting the use of Statistical Process Control (SPC) by our 
suppliers for approximately tvo years. GD/FW believes that the 
use of SPC can increase product quality, reduce product cost and 
improve delivery performance.
The Fort Worth Division's Supplier SPC Program has brought forth 
a number of successes. Suppliers implementing SPC have 
demonstrated improvements in all areas of quality, cost and 
schedule. Many of them have had their SPC implementation plans 
approved to meet the requirements of the first phase of the 
Supplier SPC Program. Additionally, Goodyear Tire and Rubber 
Company became SPC certified for aircraft tires last year.
Cercon Casting has recently been certified for an F-16 hinge and 
is working towards certification of three more parts this year.
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2 7 4 - 0 - 9 0 - 6 0
Some changes have been made to the GD/FW Supplier SPC Program. A 
committal letter stating the approximate dates for completion of 
Phase I and Phase II will no longer be required since we believe 
that all of our suppliers must implement SPC. Phase I will now 
be called SPC System Approval and will still require a written 
SPC Implementation Procedure which covers the general policy for 
applying SPC along with your company's goals and commitments 
regarding SPC. The SPC system requirements that must be included 
in the procedure are attached. Purchase orders will incorporate 
the use of SPC beginning in January 1991. Your SPC system must 
be fully implemented by June 1992 to continue to do business with 
GD/FW. Your progress will be monitored by the Supplier SPC Team 
which has been formed, consisting of representatives of 
Procurement Quality Assurance and the Material Department.
General Dynamics has just completed a corporate-wide agreement 
whereby a supplier who has been awarded SPC System Approval by 
one division will be approved for all divisions. This should 
streamline the process of dealing with multiple General Dynamics 
divisions.
Once your SPC System has been approved, you should begin planning 
for SPC Certification. Control plans documenting the required 
control characteristics should be drawn up and executed. GD/FW 
will aid in the development of these control plans as necessary.
If you have not already done so, we- recommend that you submit 
your SPC Implémentation Procedure as soon as possible in order 
to achieve SPC System Approval. Please follow the plan 
requirements that are attached. This submittal should be sent to 
Peggy Lucht-Rixie, Supplier SPC Coordinator, who will be heading 
up our Supplier SPC Team. If you have any questions, please 
contact her at (817) 762-1579.
■ ■' ; /
f  ■
Livingstoi 
Division Vice President 
Quality Assurance
J-.c Mercurio
/Division Vice President 
Material
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OBJECTIVES
General Dynamics is committed to the application of statistically based improvement 
policies as a means of continually improving all business practices in a Total Quality 
Management (TQM) system.
As a part of the implementation of TQM, General Dynamics will increasingly team with 
suppliers demonstrating the optimum Total Quality Management concepts.
Experience indicates that rigorous application of SPC and related TQM concepts yields 
significant improvement in organizational performance as measured in terms of quality, 
cost, production and life cycle costs. Based on the SPC philosophy, suppliers are expected 
to rneet the requirements of this document and accept sole responsibility for the quality of 
their product. General Dynamics program is completed in two phases. Phase one requires 
the Supplier to meet the System Approval requirements to be G.D. Corporation Approved. 
Phase two requires the Supplier to complete the individual divisions certification 
requirements to bring product on line as certified.
A further objective is to base acceptance of product on statistical evidence of process 
control and capability, rather than physical inspection. This can be accomplished when 
process certification requirements have been met.
SPC SYSTEM APPROVAL
In terms of utilizing and documenting SPC methods, suppliers shall meet the following 
requirements to achieve an SPC System Approval from General Dynamics.
1. The application of SPC methods to designated manufacturing processes and 
product characteristics identified based on the following criteria:
a. Critical and major characteristics.
b. Repetitive type failures responsible for high reject/cost rates, identified by a 
pareto analysis.
c. Dominant characteristics and process variables that significantly influence 
product quality. These characteristics and variables will be determined based 
on the supplier's knowledge of significant process variables, and General 
Dynamics knowledge of dominant characteristics that affect product form, 
fit, and function.
2. A written SPC Implementation Procedure signed by an authorized representive of 
the supplier, that covers general policy for applying SPC along with goals and 
commitments regarding SPC. The Implementation Procedure should address as a 
minimum:
• Policy/Scope -  This should include the general policy for applying SPC, along 
with specific goals and commitments regarding SPC.
• SPC Structure -  Departmental responsibilities and ownership shall be outlined 
in the procedure.
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Training -  The approach to training individuals in SPC techniques shall be 
outlined to guarantee that employees are provided with sufficient training to 
fulfill their role in SPC implementation. Qualification of personnel and 
requalification strategy should be considered.
How dominant characteristics and process variables that greatly influence 
product quality will be determined. This should be based upon the supplier's 
knowledge and any repetitive failures responsible for high rejection/quality 
cost rates.
NOTE: General Dynamics reserves the right to identify dominant
characteristics based upon the end product use.
Types of control charts and other statistical methods to be utilized as well as 
the criteria to be used for determining out of control conditions.
Local corrective action procedures to be used and action to be taken upon a 
statistical signal or an out of tolerance part.
How process capability studies will be performed on every manufacturing 
process where SPC is applied.
A corrective action plan to improve any process that is not in statistical 
control or is not capable. It shall identify common/special causes of variation 
and the associated corrective action.
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APPENDIX G
THEM ES STUDIED IN TQM  SEMINARS
1. Philosophy of TQM
• Leadership
• Leadersliip Beha vior
• Quality Cultiu'e Fundamentals
• Setting Guide Lines
• Culture Change Needs
2. Support Systems
.  Basic Support Systems
• Participative Involvement
• Planning
• Review
• Communication
Accountability
Rewards
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3. Team  Building
• Description of an Effective Team
• Stages of Team Building
• Resolving Conflict within a Team
• Behavioral and Attitudinal Qualities o f Effective Leader
• Consensus
V · Delegation
4. Effective Meetings
• Defining the Objective of a Meeting
• Preparing for tlie Meetings
• Conducting the Meetings
• Follow-up Activities
• Handling Disruptive Personalities
5. Problem Solving
• Group Problem Solving
• Brainstorming
• Nominal Group Technique
• Storyboarding
• Function Analysis
• Process Analysis
• Process Management
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• Force Field Analysis
• Cause and Effect
6. S tatistical Process Control
Control Characteristics 
Data Analysis 
Pareto Analysis 
Continuous Variables 
Frequency Distributions 
Charts for Variables 
Control Chart Interpretation 
Specification Limits and Process Capability 
Control Charts for Attributes 
Deming's Alternative to Mass Inspection
7. Benchm arking
• Description o f Benchmarking
• Types o f Benchmarking
• Benchmarking Process
• Management Support to Benchmarking
• What is Gained By Benchmarking?
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8. Values, Vision and Mission
Values
- Suggestions for Effective Application of Existing Values to Support Vision 
Vision
- Guidelines for Vision Development
- Goal Deployment
Mission
- Wliat is a Mission Statement?
- Why is a Mission Important?
- Wliy is Mission so Difficult to Define?
- Guidelines for Mission Development
- Characteristics o f a Mission Statement
- Mission Development Steps
9. Family of Measures
10. Project Measurement
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